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Will Change American Policy Of 29 Years
Carter Extending Diplomatic Recognition To China
By DAVID ESP°
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Carter is extending diplomatic
recognition to mainland China on New
Year's Day in a deal he insists will not •
sacrific_e_the interests_ of_the_Cbinesa-
Nationalists on Taiwan.
In a series of events that will change
American policy of 29 years sWiding
and open new ties with one-fourth of the
human race, Communist Vice Premier
Teng Hsiao-ping will come to
Washington in January to meet with
Carter, and China and the United Sta4e3
will-esehange ambassadors and open
embassies on March 1.
The president said in a nationally
broadcast speech Friday night he will
sever diplomatic relations with
Taiwan. In a separate statement, the
U.S. government said it would ter-
minate an existing defense treaty at the
end of next year.
And in a joint communique issued
with the Peking government, Carter
r said the United States "acknowledges
the Chinese -position that -thei-e• is but
- one China, and Taiwan Is part of
China."
"We are-reeognizing-simplurealitY-#"
he said in his speech.
The president said he has taken pains
to make sure normalized relations with
the communist government in .China
"will not jeopail-e the wellbeing oTthe
people of Taiwan."
But an administration 'OffiCial
acknowledged the terms of recognition
do not include a clear pledge from
Peking that it will not intervene in
Taiwan, haven for .the Nationalists
since they lost the mainland 2.9 years
ago.
That will be a major point in the
domestic debate that already has
begun. Carter himself said
congressional reaction to his move was
mixed. ---
Despite his assurances that "the
inte)ests of Taiwan have been
_protactod-,1!--Garter24 -annetincemen-L----
drew harsh attacks from the Taiwanese
government as well as some members
of Congress.
Taiwan's President Chiang Ching-
kuo said the United States can no longer
expect the confidence of any free
nation. Establishment of U.S.-Chinese
relations, he said, "is tantamount to
denying the hundreds of millions of
enslaved people on the Chinese
mainland their hope to an early
restoration of freedom." •
' Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., one of
the Senate's leading conservatives,
denounced Carter's decision as "one of
the most cowardly acts by any
president in the history of the country"
-and said he-would take the president to
court for not consulting with Congress
in advance.
-Goldi-vaTe-Fsind Carte-?s decision was
a "stab in the back" to Taiwan.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., said, "No
amount of sugarcoated rhetoric by the
tbscurt --p-Tain fact
that he proposes to sell Taiwan down
the river."
But the president won the support of
former President Gerald R. Ford and
former Secretary of State Henry
Officials ITo Eye Potential One-Way Streets In
Special Meeting With DOT Reps Next Week
Officials are expected to take a close
look at potential one-way streets in the
city of Murray during a meeting
Tuesday
Murray Planning Commission
members and those sitting on the city
council's public safety committee are
expected to meet that night with Bryan
Stewart, planning engineer with
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation (DOT), and Jack Edwards,
DOT traffic engineer to discuss one-
way streets in the city.
Planning- commission also during
that 7 p.m. in city hall are expected to
hold -a public hearing on a- proposed
amendment to the zoning ordinance
allowing privately owned outdoor
recreation facilities in some city zones,
and set a public hearing date for a set of
Clyde Phelps=iyamed
To ASCS Group
Clyde Phelps, Calloway County'
Farmer, was elected, to the County
Agricultural Stabilization , and Con-
servation (ASC) committee by
delegates to the ASC County Convention
held Thursday, Dec. 14, at the ASCS
Office.
The d-eIegates-io erected Charles
Outland and Carves`Paschall, as first
and second alternates- to the com-
-diffree. Phelps was elected to a three
_
year term. Glenn Crawford had served
for three consecutive terms which
made him ineligible-for re-efeclion.
proposed zoning fee amendments.
Steve Zea, Murray city planner, said
in an earlier meeting the public safety
committee "Initiated the actic -of--- -
looking at possitile -Zieway streets in
the city.. Zea said streets which will be
eyed closely are Main, Poplar, Olive
and some north-south streets.
Zea said DOT officials can help the
city with a trial one-way system. The
city 'planner said officials • will, be
looking closely at a set of traffic count
figures released by. DOT recently.
According to those traffic count
figures, the four busiest intersections in
Murray are Twelfth and Chestnut,
Twelfth and Sycamore, Sixteenth and
Chestnut and Main and Twelfth.
Twelfth Street forms a main
thoroughfare through Murray and will 
be the-feeds ofia_major tbui-lanIng
Project in the future.
According to DOT figu'res, 17,858 cars
per day travel through the Twelfth and
Chestnut intersection; some 17,644 go
through the Twelfth and Sycamore
intersection; while 13,953 cars per day
'go through the Sixteenth and Chestnut
intersection at (Five Points); and
12,629 cars travel through the Main and
Twelfth intersection.
DOT figures show traffic has in-
creased substantially in the last 4-5
years. The same Twelfth and Chestnut
intersection recorded 10,517 cars per
day in 1973 and the traffic flow at the
Twelfth and Sycamore intersection has
=.1timased-bY1,4100 4r` pe--f-ay..in the
last two years.
- The recent figures also show some
9,171 cars at the Main and Sixteenth
intersection, 7,725 on Fourth Street
near the courthouse in downtown
Murray, and 13,240 just north of the KY
12I-Bypass and Twelfth 'Street in-
tersection.
Zea Said the figures are significant
because traffic on a few streets in the
city is higher than some recent studies
projected for the 1990s.
City School Personnel Outline
Procedures For Making Up Days
.By KAYE PEEBLES
Special Writer
Murray School System officials have
resemphasized procedures the system
will use in case students have to make-
up missed school days due to adverse
weather this winter. The list of potential make-up days in
After the Winter of 1978 forced school order of preference are: Marce-24 This year, schools will be required to
systems Statewide-to remain closed for —March 15, May 72, March 16, May -28; make up all days missed. Indications--
Saturdays, May 30, May 31, June -I,
.. April 9, April 10, April II, April 12 and
April 12!-Tf-more dillEgiip days are
required, the days will-be added beyond
June 1, school officials say.
Accoang supermten
Glin Jeffrey, it could be practical to
reschedule the "in-service days" of
Jan. 2, Feb. 2, Feb. 23 or April 27 on
Saturdays, and in turn use those days
as make-up days rather than requiring
students to attend school on Saturdays.
"Our main concern is that our
students have the optimum opportunity
a number of days, personnel in the
MurricicnsLident system. began last 
spring designing a school calendar for
O.L. Cain, Jr., was- elected" as
chairman of the County ASC Com-
mittee, and Pat Ross, was elected as
vice-chairman. Cain has two years
remaining in his three year term and ,
Ross has one year.
; Al
BETTER GET THAT
LETTER OFF TO SANTA




ISO ,960 Ljn,t,. yndca$s.
Saturdays which can be used as make-
up days in order of preference. -
Administrative and instructional
personnel voted for the order of
preference.
this school year which included "built-
in days" to be used as make-up days if 
needed.
Murray Board of Education adopted
the calendar and Kentucky Department
of Education approved it.
Prior to last year, the Murray system
operated on a 190 day calendar which
included five more days than the state
required, allowing the local system
some flexibility in the number of days
require to be made up.
However, this year the school board
adopted a 185-day calendar. Kentucky
• requires that students be present in
school 175 instructional days in addition
to four "in-service days" for teachers,
two days for opening and closing
school, and four. holidays (Labor Day,
Thanksgiving, Christmas and New
Year's).
Accurding to a plan submitted-t0 Rid
approved by the state Department of
Education, Murray schools have
designated 13 specific days. plus
TEACHING-LEARNING CENTER - Tony Beard, Murray STate University
senior from Louisville, is shown with Cherry Watts, right, field director fore
-th. new leachle&-te.uning, Center tor.Reaewal and De welt:Omni, and The.,,.
logo he designed or the centees use. Beard received $25 for hk winning
entry.
Staff Photo by Debbie N. tee
! • -
' for learning and this will be our top
priority when scheduling make-up
days," Jeffrey said.
Last year the Murray system missed
15 days and made up five. Other school
systems across the state missed an
average 22 days, school officials say.
are that the state department will not
done--
a* past two winters.
-Jeffrey said that in case of inclement
weather, the local radio stations will be
••
schools are to be closed. In some cases
the starting times of the schools may be
delayed one hour. However, when
schools begin late, the buildings will be
open at the regular time and super-
vision will 'be provided for those
students who must report at the regular
time.
Kissinger, as well as many top
Democrats in Congress.
-Based on my understanding of the
terms for normalization of relations
between the United States of America
and the People's Republic of China, I
approve of the action to be taken by the
insi& today
;0- Carter administration," said Ford, who
traveled to China as president.
Former President Richard M. Nixon,
whose trip to Peking in 1972 ended a
quarter-century of hostility between the
United States and China, had no im-
mediate comment.
One Section -12 Pages
Calloway County boys basketball coach Clayton Hargrove watches his
team's progress in their upset bid against a strong Fulton County squad
last night. Despite a good game from the lakert, Fulton County won 67-
52 sending the Pilots into finals of the Calloway County High Christmas
Tournament tonight against Murray High. In girls action tonight,
Calloway County goes against Fulton County. For complete results from
last night's action, see today's sports section.
showers.
Cloudy this afternoon with a  
few widely scattered showers.._
-Highs in the low 50s. Gradual -
clearing tonight and cooler. Lows
in the low 30s. Mostly sunny but a
little cooler Sunday. Highs in the
-upper--40& Winde-actutherlyin.
creasing to 10 to 15 miles an hour
a.....shiftipg to northwesterly late
teday, diminishing to less than 10
miles . an. hour tonight.
Precipitation probability 341 per
cent today. -
















Gov. Carroll Labels Corps 'Irresponsible'
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer -
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers has been
labeled. as irresponsible by Gov. Julian
Carroll for failing to require lock-
masters upriver from ''Frankfort to
remain at their posts while the Ken-
tucky River was swiftly rising -last
weekend.
He made the comment to the Frank-
fort State Journal in assessing what he
called suspicious reports about the
Corps' purported defects in helping
with flood forecasts.
Meantime, the river fell below the 31--
foot flood level here Friday for the first
time in a week.
Swollen waters,  surpassing the 
record 1937 flood, have caused an
estimated $50 million or more in
damages to Frankfort.
"It cOuld be in the final analysis that_
we are finding out what happens when _
you curtail services or when you try to
save money in_ an agency by- cutting
back on personnel," Carroll said.
'.'You think you're doing the people a
favor by cutting back, but when you cut
back so far - which is possibly what
the Corps has done - you may leave
them light on personnel...you don't
produce reliable service for people, and.
that's apparently what's happened
here."
The Corps operates on a modified
work schedule from November to May,
with locks manneged between 7 a.m-.-
and 4 p.m. The river readings are sent
to weather services, which make the
forecasts.
The governor said one loclunaster
told him he was instructed not to
remain at the lock during the rise in the
river "because the Corps couldn't af-
ford the overtime," and Carroll com-
mented, "now that's irresponsible...if
indeeti that's what happened."
Fred Fedrick, in Charge of the
National Weather Service at Lexington,
said his staff was unable to reach many
of the upstream locks for readings.
"I'm sure if we had information from
all sources, we could have done a better
job,." he Said.
en er esigned to Provide Teachers With
Classroom Resourcesis Now0pen In Murray
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
A center designed% provide teachers
with resources for classroom use and to
assist them in their professional growth
is now located in Murray. The
Teaching-Learning Center for Renewal
and Development, which serves 17
school districts in western Kentucky,
has sites in Murray and Paducah.
The center, funded Oct. 1, is one of the
61 federally funded teaching-learning
centers in the nation and is the only
center in Kentucky.
According to Cherry Watts, field
director, the center has as its concept
the renewal wig growth of teachers.
"Teachers will be provided with perk
sonalized in-service. We are facilitators
and resources for the teachers."
lrho' NfmriitY Center Is
located on the' first floor pf the Murray
State University- Special Education
Building. It will soon reloc,ate, however,
to a suite on the. third floor of the
building.
Other staff members include Juanita
Jones, director, and Ron Streible,
teacher advisor. Ms. Jones, who has
recently served in staff development
with the state Department of
Education, has taught high school
English. Streible -has 11 years teaching
experience from kindergarten through
the community college level.
Ms. Watts is a doctoral candidate at
Peabody College and hits taught gifted,
emotionally _ disturbed_ awl_ disad-
vantaged students in many different
areas of the country.
A logo has Wen designed for the
center by Tony Beard, a Murray State
University senior from Louisville
mLloring in graphic design. Beard won
conWsi 'Aid $25 peke money for his
winning entry, which was judged by the
center's three staff members with input
from the Policy. board. 4#
The logo has the letters "TLC"
(Teaching-Learning Center) as the
base of the flame of leainirig. It will be
used on the center's letterhead and the
mobile van, which will visit classrooms
and transport workshop materials.
"Our purpose is to impact programs
for students. We want to get teachers
excited and interested and give them
resources for what they want to do,"
Ms. Watts said.
"We are presently trying to gather
needs information from teachers so
that we will be able to match needs with.
resourFeS," she 'continued. "The
resource information will be stored on a
microcomputer so that it will be readily
available."
Ms. Watts emphasized that programs
will be molded to fit the individual
telt-thee-411044K Strelintrivirrov the
classroerriand develop a curriculum at
the tAacher'S request.
School superintendents of he 17
districts, which include 13 county
school systems and four city systems in
addition to several parochial schools,
--local school education associations,
Murray State University and Paducah
Community College are collaborating
with the center in arranging workshops
and other development activities.
Several local people are on the 36-
member policy board of the center.
They include Donald Hunter, Doris
Helge, John Taylor, Doll Redick,
Deborah Galloway, Ruth Howard and
Doralyn Lanier.
"There is a great deal of national
support for the teacher center con-
cept," Ms. Watts said. "We hope to be
able to eventually have a materials
-center-eft eaetrof the districts we serer .
and to provide teachers with an even











DEAR DR. LANiR - I am pounds • of -water. As soon as nutrition while they are on
about 15 pounds overweight the person starts a normal, them. They stay on the diet
and cannot seem to lose this sensible diet again the im- for short periods of time and
weight. I walk and exercise portant salt is retained by then revert back to the same
but I do not get the results I the body and with it the -ilietarS• patterns that caused_
want.--I win lose five pounds normal amount of water. So them to be overweight in the
and gain them right back what lots of people are doing first place. So you need a
Could you give me help in is simply washing water in diet plan like this to learn
finding a diet I could follow and out and looking at the what the basic food -elements
to get these 15 pounds off and bathroom scales. Fre- are that constitute a sensible
keep them off" quently they are not losing diet plan, then you can use it
DEAR READER - Your an ounce of fat. . . ,--to keep the weight off once
problem is shared by man> . I am sending you a diet you've finally gotten rid of
The first difficulty is gettng
rid of the unwanted pounds
of fat and the second is
keeping them from coming
back. The secret is in learn-
ing a good proper diet and
sisiyartg onit---- --±: --
Losing and gaining back
five pounds can be associ-
ated with a simple change in
Wy water content. Did yon
know that a young healthy
individual completely hy-
drated can go to bed and lose
as much as five pounds
-beeause-of-bed-rest 414- 244o.
48 hours? The weight loss, of
course, is completely from
water washed out of the
body from bed rest. We saw
the same thing in space
flights from weightlessness.
The astronauts lost weight
because they lost body
water. They also regained it
as soon as they returned to
..earth.
A lot of the fad diets
simply restrict carbohy-
drates which causes the
body to eliminate sodium
salt and with it about five
which you can use as a basis
for a weight control pro-
gram. It is in The Health
Letter number 4-7, Weight
Losing Diet. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 rents- ton:,
it.
I'd also like to emphasize
the value of exercise on a
long-term weight control
project. Individuals - who
Celebration Planned
I By The Bondurants
stamped, self-addressed en-
velope for it. Send " your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.*. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. That diet is
a balanced diet including
important foods from all
-four of the basic-food -groups
You can use this basic diet
for your plan for a balanced -
diet after you've lost weight.
All you need to do is keep
these basic food elements in
your diet and add other
foods that you like as long as
you don't start gaining
weight again. The other
point the diet plan makes is
that while you are on the diet
you ought to have a regular
daily exercise program.
One of the problems with
most fad diets is that people
don't really learn proper
pounds are usually better off
to lose these five to it)
Mr. aid-Mr. Charles 0, f Sondurant, Murray-, will celebrate
their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, Dee. 24, at the
Murray Woman's Club House
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the reception
from 2 to 41).m.
The hosts for the reception will be the families of their amt,
De. James Houser liondurant„Las Angeles, Calif., and their_
daughter, Mrs. I.. Wayne (Betty Charles) Brown, Lansing-, -
Mich. The grandchildren are Timothy and Daniel Bondurant,
and David Alan and Latuvhetli Brovm.
The Bondurants were married Dec. 26, Meat the home of
the bride, Benton, by the late Rev. N. S. Castleberry. They
were attended by Daisy Houser, sister of the bride, and the
late Dr. John H. Bondurant, brother of the groom.
Mrs. Bondurant, the former Lucille Houser, is the daughter
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Houser. Mr. Bondurant, a
retired UK Farm Management Specialist and past president
of the Murray Rotary Club, is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
&taloa- ------- --
Mr. and Mrs. Bondurant are members of the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
: a . . •
years time by gradually Natritto* - n Center Menuspounds over six months to a 
increasing their exercise ac-
tivity every day. The pitfall
is you have to be careful not Released; Party Planned
to increase your food intake
at the same time you. are.._____ The  menus for.theNutissain butterscotch. 
podding,
increasing your exercise.
If a 150-pound person will
just walk a mile and a half
every day, he will use the
amount of calories in 10
pounds of fat in the course of
a year.
diet to lose those 10 pounds,
- just avoid increasing your
calories as you add the daily
walk to your routine. It isn't
dramatic and you have to
take that walk every day but
it is safe, healthy and the





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19) erar4
You may bring a sluggish
work project to a satisfactory
co,ncluslon today.
Recreational plans are
finalized late in the day.
7)?
Program For The Elderly at
the Donglas Center and also
for "Meals On Wheels" for the
week of Dec. 18 to 22 have been
released by Sally A. DuFord,
dietitian-nutritionist, and
Wilma Wilson, site manager.
For reservations persons
may call 753-8938. The 4-H
CluIT members will help with a
Christmas party on Friday,
Dec. 22.
The menus are as follows:
Monday--tuna noodle
casserole, lima beans,
carrots, pear and cottage




 Frances Drake 11-23-78 
IHoroscope  \ •
TAURUS .NCER
"I Apr. 20 to May 20) ;June 21 to July 22) Nursery 
6 ..
You can give valuable Today you'll see the - Newborn 
Admissions MAYFIELD PATIENT
support to loved-ones today. pleasant side of a difficult Melson, Baby Girl (Myra), A ftli ' Leigh Iiiirrieti of
Oki accpiaintaneeasnay-be-the•--ititnation_ Witty ...Use -_help. of .5.11,i br9a4- Miirrayx:§t.fwa, Murray --
source of new found pleasures friends you're able to tackle- Baby -BoY tititaIT RC-I-Oak " duurfase-d--Niiv. 28 from the -
milk.
Tuesday--sliced turkey,
gravy, dressing, green peas,
cole slaw, biscuits, butter,
apple cobbler, and milk.
Wednesday-spaghetti and
meat balls', broccoli, tossed
salad, Italian dressing, hot




green beans, cream corn, fruit
cocktail in red gelatin, hot
roll, butter,. chocolate cake
with white icing, and milk.
Friday-baked fresh ham,
sweet potato; -steamed- cab-
bage, corn bread, butter,




A Special Christmas Lun-
cheon, designed for visitors
and guests interested in NSA,
--will be -held by the Marra*-
, Chapter of The National'
Secretaries Association
(International) on Tuesday,
Dec. 19, at 12 noon, at Dakota
Feed and Grain.
Events of the special lun-
cheon include a short business
meeting and Christmas music
*y the "Sweet Adelines.'
Mrs. Mia Wilson, president
of the chapter, stated that
members will be on hand to
answer any questions con-
cerning NSA, and that this
Special Christmas Luncheon .
will be an excellent op-
portunity for secretaries ii. 
terested in the Association to




this holiday. season. •
GEMINI utlay'
( May 21 to June 20;
For once, you can be safely
in two places at the same
time. Family get-togethers
may be followed by special








Burt ROynkaists 6 ‘SenOkleY "9 Till '
Jackie Gleason Bandit"
Thrti NURS. 
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7:20, 9:10 4- 2:30 Sat„ Sun
Thru TUES.
7:15, 9:30 4 2:30Stlil.
From the outrageous No .1 Best-Seller.
OYS
Thre THURS. Ce•ti
OHGOD: 7:15 2:30 Sun
Ml \entral Ctr r f : 4:05 4:20 Sun.
John Denver • George Burns
"OM GOD"





Fri., Sat., Sun.. 





Fri. & Sat. 11:40
CAPRI - ADULT ENTERTAINMENT 18 OR DYER
CHERI "MTRA BRECKINRILIGE"
It Doesn't Need Batteries'
Movie Gift Books





" though is on correct arid 
iii I 6:30 a.m. IRISH & SWEDISFI CHRISTMASsocial occasion. The accent Lyda S. McMillen, 1500 .
CAROLS
Hazel, ne F. Kelso, Rt. 7, 
10:00 a.m. CHRISTMAS CLASSICS
( Feb. 19 oMar. 20) )(C  
N -
Hugh D. Raspberry, Rt. 2, ;It, I
t PISCES i U
Lectures, museums, or Box 452, Murray, Cecil F. N 1 
6:00 p.m. CHRISTMAS CHORALES
today. Knowing„how you feel Goldie L Holland, Rt. 1, Ilex kii, 1 
8:00 p.m. A HOLIDAY PAGEANT OFHolland, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Ai I- concerts may appeal to you
beside loved ones. Garrison, Rt. 5, Box 2369, At; I 
SDI.% Sze niMbIspRA2C10 ES
inside enables you to stand w I Wednesday, 71, Murray, Mrs. L.
Murray, James H. Dowd .".
y, tk iYOU BORN TODAY are a Cottage Grove, T.enn., Mrs. • .I
natural financier. You hate to Donnie D. Cleaver, Fern Alii•
almost anything. _ Rd., Mayfield, Walker, Baby Community Hospital,
LEO 2.1 Aetb., Girl ( Roberta), Rt. 1, Mayfield.
July 23 to Aug. 22) vOilellt Dukedom, Tenn.
Straighten out morning Dismissals
confusions by having an'talk,̀  Mrs. Lucille V. Outland, Rt.
with a_ close one in the p.m. 5, Murray, Mrs. Pat Zielinski,
Home may be the best spot for Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn., J. T.
Sunday entertainment. Adams, ftt. 1 Hazel, Mrs.
VIRGO nes ta,IX Emma Bucy and Baby Boy,
! Aug. 23 to Sept. 72) -I" 914 SN. 16th, Murray, Ronald
As the day wears on, you'll E. Iturkeen Rt. 4, Murray
want some moments foj Mrs. M 503 iiiViiitilY.W.N.W.RitriCilitiraltitiV.WW/0154110.V.WWWW.N.Arart.re.W.Wititata.W.N.iltitratA
iW.
yrtle L. Cooper, 1
Tabard, Murray, Mrs. Juneyourself. A change of scenery;
too, will brighten your otalook. Cunningham, 2002 Gatesboro, 'in I X
Relatives are suppertive. Murray, Mrs. Floy A. mir il N
LIBRA ../Lni , Edwards, Itt. 1, Alrno, Mrs. :11, I 
Pii
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) - Lyndell_Ford,' Rt. 1, Henty. I NA person helping you out , Tenn., James R. Hamilton. N I
financially would prefer that 1623 Keenland, Murray, Mrs,' Ng I
you didn't reveal his identity. -satin S. Higdon, Br. 118,--X. I
Postpone socializing till the _ 
evening hcawa -- - 
Fancy Farm. Victor L La- it? I
chfield, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.- 1, I A
352-A, Murray, MrS. Frankie IOct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
SCORPIO -- 1,Tt„-Ats Barbara L. Seese-, 1-11V
The party may not be your D. Stanfield; Rt. 2, Puryear,
cup of tea, but at least others Tenn., Mary J. Grogan, Rt. 1 NI
there are interested in you. Hz. 68 Pace Lane, Ha
.charm and sociability. Mrs. Irma B. Bucy, Rt. 2, ig
SAGITTARIUS Puryear, Tenn., Emmitt E. itt I
Take advantage of a social muff.), •
• .•.• •
PATIENT AT MAYFrELD
Sharrye Crouch of Murray







Lavana), P.O. 543, Cadiz,
Blakely, Baby Girl (Shirley),
Rt. 2, Murray, Richardson,
Baby Girl (Patricia), 107 N.
17, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Debbie D. Yates and
Baby Boy, 813 Bagwell,
Murray, Mrs.' Myra Melson
and Baby Girl, 530 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Roberta J.
Wallzr and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Duk,m, Tenn., Steven R.
Hussiing, 900 Meadow Lane,
  Cathy-S. Lax; Rt.--2,-
Paris, 
2,
Tenn., Mrs. Donna K.
Harrawood, Rt. 2, Bx. 159-A,
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Christy
Treadway, 119 Flower,
Camden, Tenn., Kamil A.
Homra, Ridgeiy, Tenn., Mrs.
, Eva M. Davenport, Hardin,
Mrs. Bernie 0. Hooks, Rt. 3,
Running your auto's air
conditioner for a few moments
weekly during the winter
months is a good idea, because
the procedure allows fluids to
circulate, lubricating seals
and fittings. This can help




(May 21 to June 20)
You're pleased with your
creative ideas, but executing.
them may take more time
than you have allotted. A talk
with a close one has you on
cloud nine!
CANCER -
(June 21 to July 22) 1800
You're right to feel Op-
timistic about money, but
wrong to quickly die-sipate
newly acquired funds. Work
should be inspired!
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)4
A lucky day for self-
promotion, romance, and
pleasure, but someone at
home may think you're
conceited. Share your joy with
others.
nmi __dramatic .,critic. Yotr do notVIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. n) like to take advice and do best
Don't be touchy, if someone when in a position of corn-
momentarily intrudes on your mand. Btrlhdate Of Robert
privacy. Behind-the-scenes Moses, pullfic adininistrator;
planning pays off and you Betty Grable, actress; and
have much to be thankful for. Willy Brandt-, txstitician.
UREA
(Sept. _23 to Oct. 22) 4.1.4r1 -
You may meet _ someone 
not a signal for you to spend Andromeda, the only galaxy--
more than you should. Talks outside oiir-own that is visible
with friends are uplifting, to the naked eye, is 1.6 billion
times as bright as the sun. But
SCORPIO
(Oct. -23 to Nov.11) nbAtic° Andromeda appears faint topeople on earth because itsSpecial recognition for you --
light must first travel through _is in the cards and career
space for more than 2 millioninterests prosper. However,
years according to thedon't let pride in yourself
deteriorate into vanity. National Geographic Society.
1 • • • • i • "1-1
bonelson, Rt. 6, Murray, 1
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )estfA).. Williams, Rt, 8 Bx. 30, .1
For our hohday pteasure, West Kentucky's only public radio .vicOonkis
presents more than 75 spfCiaKhristmas programs. Here are just a few• q i . .
CAPRICORN 1,4 No Newborn Admissions .1 ig
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vj kklf Discharges 
• Monday, December 18
situation to further career
interests. However, don't
expect inunediate results. Get
in touch with those far away.
You may be lukewarm Mrs. Jean Davis, 403 Carroll
about attending a party, but St., Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. mat I
there will be people present Denise M. Emerson, General re I_ 
630 a.m. FRENCH CHRISTMAS CAROLS . 6:30 a.m. CHRISTMAS WITH
THE TRAPP FAMILY ' -
, Betty S. Grooms, Rt. 2, Box ml,., I 
170: :00pa.m.m.. CHRISTMAS CLASSICSwho will be interested in what Delivery, Farmington, Mrs. irt; !
you have to contribute.
,. AQUARIUS ...s. 4,...4*  90142 Paris-, Tenn, Mrs. Ruby St I 
30 CHRISTMAS STORIES FOR 1:00 p.m. CHRISTMAS CLASSICS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ----1C•1 D. Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd., NI 
CHILDREN 6:00 p.m. THE CHRISTMAS BELLS .





u ay, on a F. Keel, Rt.
3, Box 257-A Murray. Mrs.'14 Tuesday, December 19 CHRISTMAS STORIES
proper procedures. _





Clayshire, Murray, Leonard a I
C. Martin, 312 S. 9th,Murray. I
Terrace Lodge, Murraywork without a guarantee of
financial return, and con-
11-25-78sequently are drawn to
banking, real estate, the Adults 106
management of trusts, and the Nursery 6
business world. Your best Newborn Admission
success, though, comes when Clark, "Roby Boy (Jeanne),
you learn to trust your ideals 1123 Koffman Dr, Hopkinsvilleand to seek an outlet for them Dismissals
measure of fame can be yours
Boy P.O. Bx 1061 Paris,-through the arts as well. ' '
Tenn., Willard Ails, 1610Though. concerned about
Keenland, Murray, \Carol I,.money, you have periods of
\ups and downs in business. At James, Rt. 6, Murray, David
times yob are extravagant, at • Potter, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Bob
,other times quite thrifty. Ward, 1501 London Dr.
Birthdate of.-..Ford Maddox Murray, Jimmy D. WYnn,'1500
Ford, author; John Greenleaf Canterbury, Murray, Mrs.
Whittier, poet; and Erskine Verbs " Card, Panaroina
Caldwell, novelist. Shores, Murray, Mrs. Mabel
PAticeAll PAtitSff
Charlie Satterwhite of
Murray has heel a patient at
I,ourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Creed, Rt. 1, Hz. 183A, Dexter,
Mrs. Fedelie Grogan, 112 N
7th, Muffayit s. flrajacAes..
-"Mtlil U:13, -Mtg. Mrs.
Calrice McDaniel, Rt. 3,




 Franco Drake 
FOB MONDAY, DECEMBER
18, 1978
What kind- of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 360:,
You're filled with the
holiday spirit today. Don't let
an uptight or jealous friend
spoil your good mood. Get in
_touch with thou.-Afar.  -
CAPRICORN
ARIES (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) VP
(-Mar. 21 to Apr. 19j-gr Eneouragemeataidrom a
A wonderful day for exciting friend could lead to ex-
romance or partying, so long travagant behavior. Check
as you aren't too extravagant with a mate or partner before
with money. Make travel parting with joint assets.
TAURUS
......- AAQUARIUSplans!
(Apr. 20 to May 20) Close ones may not go along
. _The accent  an an aaarea.-_witli_your-idea-for---a-aseret
happiness with family rendezvous, but partnership
members, but be sure to in- concerns are favored right
dude someone who would feel-now. Attend a party  -
left out if not invited. together!
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)XCI
You greet the day's tasks
with enthusiasm and are. able
to accomplish much, Don't let
a co-worker dampen your
spirits with :Rime unmerited
criticism:'
YOU BORN TODAY are
inclined to large fields that
need an efficient ad-
ministrator. Law, politics,
religion and public- service




the arts also provide you with
suitable vehicles to reach out
to the heart of mankind. Both
emotional and intellectual,
you can succeed as an actor or




10:00 a.m. ENGLISH CAROLS
1:00 p,m. HANSEL AND GRETAL
8.00 p.m. VESPERS OF 1610
- Sunday, December 24
6:30 a.m. GREEK, ITALIAN & MEXICAN 7:30 a.m. CHRISTMAS HYMNS ,
CHRISTMAS CAROLS 8:00 a.m. EARLY CHRISTMAnLASSICS
9 :00 a.m. CHRISTMAS READINGS 1:00 p.m. THE MESSIAH (Complete)
41(41 6:00 p.m. MUSIC FROM SOME GREAT 5: 00 p.m. SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS PAST
NI CATHEDRALS z 7:00 p.m. MEDIEVAL CHRISTMAS
At I 8:00 p.m. A MEDIEVAL CHRIST'MAS
NI 9:30 p.m. CHRISTMAS DRAMA 
. .
N Ivi Thursday, December 21 Monday, December 25 (Christmas)xi
6:30 a.m. CHRISTMAS IN OTHER LANDS
10 
6:30 a.m. GERMAN & SWISS CAROLS
12:00 p.m. TH4 MESSIAH (Excerpts)•,,,,. I 6:00 p.m. JEWISH HANUKAH MUSIC
p.m.-CHRISTMAS P 1:00 p.m. THE FIRST NOELA" I 7:00 LAYS





IV I 91.3 FM, . ,NI
This Ye' at* iiii ve A Soundsational Christmas.1.
:
N I With Public Riiclia 
.... as
41 I
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C OM MUNI TY
CALE NDAR
Saturday, December 16
Baptist Young Women of
First Church will have a
Christmas potluck at the
Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m
Acteens of First- Baptist
Church will meet at
Recreational area of church at
2 p.m.
Madrigal dinner and per-
formance will be at Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, at 7:30
p.m. For reservations at $5
per person call 762-4288.
Public invited.
Grace Baptist Church will
have a church widesupper-at -
Jöhãthiii Creek at 7 p.m.
Saturday, December 16
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30p.m.
- 
••••,1•1.,
Widows of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ will
be honored at a luncheon at 11
a.m. at the church.
Christmas bake sale will be
-held in front of Otasco in Bel
Air Shopping Center from 9
a.m. to 6 p.m., sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ/of
Latter Day Saints.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
dinner at 7 p.m. at Dakota
Feed and Grain, and later go
to home of Linda Rogers for a
social.
St. Leo's Catholic Church Bluegrass State CB Club is
will have 'la annual Christmas scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
potluck dinner and party at the lodge hall on the North
the Murray High School "side of the court square in
cafeteria at 6 p.m. Each is to downtown Murray.
bring two dishes per family ,
and silverware. . Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
- - and Accepted Masons is
Phebian Sunday School, scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church, Opal at the lodge hall, Highway 121
Howard, teacher, will have a North.
breakfast at the Boston Tea
Party 48 a.m. Hours at Waterfield
Library,' Murray State
Calloway County High Llniversity,-will be from 8 a.m.
School Choral Departmenr-to midnight, and at Pogue
-wilt present its Christmas Library from.8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
concert in the high school
cafeteria at 2 p.m. There is no
-charge and the punt is in-
vited.
- - - - -
Book Dedication Ceremony
for book, First.. Century
Palestine, written by the Rev.
Jerrell White, and
aidograph session will be at
Memorial Baptist Church
from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
_
Activities in Land Between
the. Lakes include "Decorate
The Homeplace-1850" at
homeplace from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.; "In Celebration of
Nature" at 1 p.m. and
"Attracting Birds to Your
Home" at 3 p.m., both at
Center Station; "Christmas
Celebration" including
singing of carols at The
Homeplace-1850 from 7 to 9
.p.m.
Activities at Land Between _
the Lakes will include "Winter
Wildlife Photo Techniques" at
1 q.m. and "Animal Sounds
. Concert" at 3 p.m., both at
Center Station; 19th Century
Christmas Decorations
_Workshop. at _The Homeplace_
- .-18K -from. 4 -to- 4 
registratio-ns- $1--eaelf--







School, will be .shown on
WTVF-Channel 5 Television,
Nashville, Tenn., at 10: 30 a.m.
Meeting to plan to set up a
trust fund for the care of the
Alrno Cemetery will be held at
Imes Groceryat 2:30 p.m. For
id-formation call Daytha
McCallon, 489-2403.
Murray State Racers will
play a basketball ,geame with
Campbell College at Murray
State Fieldhouse at 7:30 p.m.
Hours at Viatertield
Library, Murray -State
University, will be from 9 a.m.




will be held at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church at 6
p.m. This will efor all church
families and their friends.
Eva Wall Mission GriiiiP-Coe
Memorial Baptist Chuch
Women will have a pot1LA
luncheon at the home of
Margaret Taylor at 11 a.m.
Tuesday. December 19
. Tan Phil.arnbcia Sorority of
the Woodmen of, the World will
meet at the home of Sarah
Alexander at 6:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., program by
Jane Bailey of Calloway
Public Library at 10:30 a.m.,
lunch at noon, and program by
Senior Citizens band at 1 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
haliTHiglivray-121 
- - - - - - -
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at Health
Center at 7.p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
HChurch will have its annual ours at Waterfield Library
at Murray State, UniversityChristmas program at ,5:30.
-will p. -11h be from -8 -Litt -to mid----
- --=--.4iight,-.Ond-at Pogue Library--
Lions ' Club will from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
deliver poinsettia's to shutins





her music students will be at 3
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
the 'First Baptist Church. The
public is invited and there is
no charge. ' 
Monday, December 18
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet at the, home
of Doralyn Lanier at 7 p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Violet
Johnson at 11 -fir a




Copyright 1978 by National Hoirdrassors and Coinwologish Associotion inc.
FESTIVE HAIR HAPPENINGS
Festive days of holiday cheer hold wide adventures for fashionable hair adornment, according to the
71,000 member National Hairdressers and Cosmistoloaists Aociation, A•vrometri cal rev,fs ra.1! the
hair to the top or side of the -head to dramaticalFy emphasize a favoiite veil or,even a fantasy mask.
Alicia Weergang of Nashua, N.H. (NHCA Styles Director) has styled pouf rolls to complement a
classic veil, revfved beret arid a fanrasy mask. The hair accessories ore by Frank Olive of New York.
Fashion apparel-left photo: Steven Shatz for`Nite Sport. Right photo: Richard Assatly.
Members of the Murray
Woman's Club, their families,
and guests will meet at 7 p.m.
at the club house to go
carolling with B. J. Berrill of
the Music Department as
leader.
----- -
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at Dexter Center at 10
a.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9 a.m. for morning shop-
ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping. Note
change from Friday to
Wednesday.
Hours at Waterheid and
Pogue Libraries at Murray
,
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church_:__„_ Janelle. Doyle. Gronp-ofstaffand Church Council will First Baptist Church Womenhave a luncheon at Sirloin will meet at parlor of theStockade at 12 noon. chuch at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday, Dt.cember 20
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will -have a
entucky. Day _ Christmas-
party at the hOriie of Mrs. John
J. Livesay, New Concord, at
1:30 p.m.
Senior Adult Group of First
Baptist Church will have 'a
luncheon at the Colonial House Bazaar by Senior Citizens
Smorgasbord at 12 noon. Cost will be at the Ellis Community
will be $2.95 per person. Center frorp101cm. to 5 p.m.
By Abigail Van Buren..





University, will be fromlp.m.
4o midnight, and at Pogue
Library from 2 to 10 p.m. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Wall of
Puryear, Tenn., will be
honored with a reception in
celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary at the
Avalon Restaurant, Paris,
Tenn., from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at_
mmanuel Lutheran Church. DEAR ABBY: I'm a 20-year-old girl who works at place
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 21
Bazaar by Senior Citizens
will be held at Ellis Com-
munity Center from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m.
Hours for Waterfield and
Pogue Libraries at Murray
,State University will be from 8
a.m. to? 4:30 p.m.
For informatiqn call 750-1792
or 753-9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. This is open to all
single adults over 18 years of
age.










At Fern Terrace we are all getting in the Chrisi:--
mas spirit. The tree and decorations are up
waiting for "Jolly Old St. Nick" All the residents
are anxiously waiting for their Resident, Christ-
mas Party Dec. 21st at 7 p.m.
Entertainment for the evening will be the jazz
band trio of Marie Taylor, Don Story and Chuck
Simons. Santa will be here to give out gifts to all
residents. We hope all the families and tnends ot
our residents will be here to join in on the fun.
We want to welcome Mr. Richard Hart and
Mrs. Annie Evans into our family.
We at Fern Terrace also want to express our
sympathy to the family of Mr. Earl Brownfield.
We-want to welcome new staff members who
are Delores Bradford, Dora Walters, Liz Nicholas
and Tammy Gallimore.
Kant to say "Happy December birthday" to
the following residents: Nevada Hodge, Selma
Stubblefield, Alice Fleming, Ethel Fuqua, Eva
Mithcell, tes Burkhart, 011ie Tidwell, Margaret
Valentine, Ruth Reagan, Riley, Maud Bucy,
ottie Garner, Deditha Hobson and lames
Williams.
That's about all the news for now so hope to







that's way out in the sticks and not easy to get.to.
My problem is a neighbor who's given me a ride to work
and back for nearly a year. He's about my father-'s age. (I call
him Pops to keep him in his place.)
I started giving Pops a little peck on the cheek every time
I said goodbye. It was just a friendly little kiss, but now
he's started to grab. me and kiis me long and hard on the
lips!
I know I shouldn't have started up with him in. the first
place, but I never thought he'd act like that.
" I don't drive. This man picks me up at, home every morn-
ing and drops me off at work. If I need a ride home, he's
right there to take me. He's never asked for a dime. --
The free transportation was a good deal before he got so
chummy How can I keep his hands off me without losing my
rides?
TOUGH PROBLEM IN CHICAGO.
DEAR TOUGH: ou probably cad't. Thanks to inflation,
the-price of everything keeps going up. and what you used
to get for a peck on the cheek might soon cost you a stop at a
motel. So kiss the free rides goodbye, and- find other
trnespertatioe7--
DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for your answer to
CALIFORNIA PARENTS who were angry with a doctor
for treating their 15-year-old son for VD without telling
them. They ought to thank that doctor, not reproach him.
Last summer I thought I had VD. I was only 17 and it was
hard enough for me to confess my fears to a doctors but had
it been necessary to tell my parents I wouldn't have gone to
a doctor at all. It would have nearly killed my folks, and I
just couldn't face them with that kind of problem.
As it turned out. I didn't have VI), but I got a much ap
preciated lecture and some very good advice from a very
understanding doctor.
GRATEFUL GIRL
DEAR GRATEFUL: Many readers disagreed with me,
but 1 heard from many doctors and nurses who said, "Right
ore"
Read on for a letter from a registered nurse.
DEAR ABBY: I was pleased•to see that letter in your
column eoncerning minors and VD because I work in clinic
where VD is treated and I know how serious the problem
has become.
It takes a lot of guts for a kid to come in for treatment. If
minors were told that their parents •would be notified, at
least nine out of 10 would walk out untreated. Then what?
Unchecked, they might end up sterile, sulksr blindness, a
crippling disease or a serious nervoits disorder.
And what about the number of people they might infect?
Many girls never even know they have it until they are
hospitalized with a serious pelvic infection.
Those parents ought to thank, their lucky stars they
raised a kid who had enough urage and a sense of respon
sibility for his or her actions and went to a doctor who,
backed by the law, was able to treat him.
AN R.N., PORTLAND, ORE.
.W oehl-eite Use- yearwee. the hepiieet? Va. ”Atialby4r -
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills; Calif. 90212. Enclose







Larry Butler; Rt. 6, Box 130,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine M.
Jories,•Rt.1,- Box 335Kurra__y,
Mrs. -Genets Higgins, Route 2,
Murray, Guy Cunningham,
2002 Gatesborough, Murray,
Alan WA West, Rt. 2, Box 11,
Calvert City, Hal E. Snyder,
No. 58, Riveria Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Billie J. Shelton, Rt. 2,
hazel, Mrs. Kathy M. Evitts,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Nancy V.










Box 27, Dexter, Melanie A.
Tenn., Leandra M. Brown,
503 N. 6th St., Murray, Ernest
Murray, Maynard liagsdale,
Brown, Box 27, Dexter, Mrs.
L. Hopper, Rt. 4, Murray,Lorene D. Madrey, Rt. 5, Box
Mrs. Tamson Parker, 700686, Murray, Leon Pritchett,
Meadow Lane, Murray,Rt.. 1, Dexter, David D. 
Terrill G. Hester, Box 384,Morgan, B-2 Fox Meadows
Hazel, Miss Sheri G. Easley,.Newborn Admissions
Locker, 13-aby Grrr- Bilbray, Rt. 2 Cadiz.. Henry
Tr., Ct.,_hfurray, Edward B. 
Rt. 1, M . .
rEbzabettli, Itt• -9, Box 239, . Lubben, Rt. 1, Box 484,
Benton, Smith, Baby Boy Springville, Tenn., Thomas C. party beverages, 
colorful ice cubes for
(Vickie), Rt. 1, Benton, Forrest, Rt. 5, Box 2313flimewedgvesr,agcehserripelsace ,bitstinoyf ,Higdon, Baby Girl (Susan), Murray, Mrs. Annie Q. San-orange rind and other fruits inBox '113, Fancy'Farrn. ders, Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs sections of ice cube trays, add
Della E. Taylor, Rt. 4, water and freeze.
ruS,CHTI 8U,I, Kitchen Cabinets




Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out




•Efficient Wood Burning with sure-fire downdraft












NEW YORK AP) - Inflation has
_forced millions of Americans to squeeze
-and trim their family budgets. Now the
'public wants the federal government to
'do the same with its half-trillion-dollar
budget.
An Associated. Press-NBC News poll
found the public clamoring for reduced
-government epee/hog but divided and
uncertain on where to make the cuts.
President Carter's announced
determination to hold down federal
spending has a tremendous eimount of
support from inflation-weary
Americans, including blacks, the poor 
and even .11-described
the internal chums-bon within the -
Carter Administration over what
programs to trim - and which to fatten
- accurately mirrors the conflicting
priorities of the public.
About half the public says inflation
has reduced their family's standard of
living. Fourteen percent said the
reduction had been substantial; 24
percent said there had been Some
forced cuts; and 13 percent said only
minor changes, had been neccessary.
Forty-eight percent said there had been
no reduction. One percent was not sure.
Having faced the squeeze on family
budgets, the public wants to see the
squeeze put on the federal government.
Sixty-three percent favor a sub-
steals' cutlp federal spending, even if
it means the federal programs they him
would have to be cut. Opposed to such
cuts ares27 percent of the public. Ten'
percent of those interviewed Monday
Looking Back
and Wolff were not sure.
This-osodukent. runs through every
major grow in the population, even
thnse who some have said do not 
sup-
port cutbacks.
Self-described liberals, for example,
backspending cuts. Those who say they
are very liberal support cuts by a 56-40
margin, while those who are somewhat
liberal back the cuts 62-31
Poorer Americans have been hit
harder by price increases for food,
clothing and other necessities than
wealthier citizens. And they also are
the intended beneficiaries of major
federal programs. Nevertheless, they
favor spending cuts by • S0-98 edge.
Black America-is - whose- tea e-d-1-.5 -
have been fighting to avoid cuts in some
federal programs - support overall
reductions by a 61-30 margin.
It is the dilemma of what to trim in
the federal budget - since every
program has its supporters "--zz that the
disagreements arise.
As with any sample- -survey, the-
results of the AP-NBC News poll could
differ from the results of interviews
with all Americans with telephones
because of chance variations in the
sample.
For polls with 1,600 interviews, the
results should vary no more than three
percentage points either way simply
because of sample variations. That is,
there is op_b, one chance out of 20 that -
The --results of- interviews with at
American adults would vary from these
results by more than three percentage
points.
wyear_s_Argiy_„  
The big city and county Chistmas
celebration and parade with Santa
'Claus will be held tomorrow in Murray,
according .to Murray Mayor George
Hart.
C. Ray, owner and operator of C. Ray
Bus Company here, announced today
the purchase of the house and property
located at North Sixth and Walnut
Streets, Murray, and indicated he may
erect a modern Nis depot there.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. 011ie Mae Wicker, 22, Mrs. George--
Smith, 81, John Carson, and Martin
Hogue.
Jess Culver, Paul Culver, Johnny Gus
Richard Gee, Kevin Cooper, and Walston, Clyde Jones, Orbie Culver,
David Waters were advanced to rank of John Henry Jones, Gladys Jones, .
Eagle Scouts at the first court of honor Eudell Chadwick, Alice Culver, and
held by Boy Scoot Troop 73 of Hazel. Ruby WaLston are members of the cast
and Mrs. Edward W. Hutson will  Poth Acress_theliiir.!-
-'--dtwervettrir-74111wedcn-jam—u---versary fbe -nreseffetr-N-iestid-ents of the -
-Petientrooks-thape1.Scl*1 area on Dec. 17 at
Convalescent Division of the Murray- the school:
Calloway county Hospital Two plays will be presented by the -
Freshman Class of Hazel HIgh Sc.hoti_.
David J. Searfos, son of Mr. and Mrs.
G. R. Searfos, and Charles E. Bramley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James L Bramley,
are the two men from Calloway County
in the county draft call for December,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John B.
(Eva) Simpson and Mrs. Daisy E.
Thompson.
' Master Sgt. William G. Burkeen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Burkeen, left Dec.
,64or a tour Of duty with the U. S. Army
in Vietnam. • •
_
. 20 Years Ago
; Samuel G. Bell, son of' the Rev. and
Mrs. George Bell of Humboldt, Term.,
formerly of Murray, received his M. D.
degree from the University of Ten-
nessee Medical School, Memphis,
'term., and will intern at John Gaston
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
• Deaths re.. rted include J. I. (Jake)
n, 87. an. Mattie urner
Stokely, 82.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Anderson of
Murray Route 1 will have open house at
their home-on Dec. 21 in celebration of
their 60th wedding anniversary.
COmaster John Simmons presented
awards to Cub Scouts at the meeting of
Cub Pack 145 at the W. Z. Carter School.
The Murray State College Racers
beat Union University in a basketball
game played at the Sports ,arena,
Murray, for its third win of the season.
Darnall was high with 21 for Murray
and Moore 15 for Union.
30 Years Ago
Santa Claus will appear in person at
the Varsity Theatre on Dec. 18, at 1
p.m.. according to Frank Lancaster,
manager.
Deaths reported include Doss
Outland, 74
James Shelton and James Blalock
will graduate Mom the Gupton Jones
College of Mortuary Science, Nashville,
Tenn., tomorrovr.-
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds won over Au.stin Peay 60 to 52.
High scorers were Rex Alexander with
11 for Murray and Stone with 16 for
Austin Pea y r
Dr. and Mrs: L. D. Hale and Miss
Alice Roberts are spending this week in
New Orleans, La

















Echoes From The Past BN Judy Irlaupiii
.1 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and family notes.)
A Grand-Daughter's
Tribute
In Mr. Jesse Ross' book about his
family is included an essay written by
Patricia Ann Ross about her grand,
father, John Davis Ross. The date that
it was written is not given, but Patti had
done it as a school assignment when the
children were all asked to write a letter
about someone they love the most.
On a rather cool night in Trigg
County, Kentucky, Mary Winnie Retter
Ross gave birth to a baby boy, John
Davis Ross on October' B 1987 There_
was a7ftilrIltratesid-ftr.iferrinnt.-----k'
John Davis-Ross lived with his father,.
mother and seven other children in the
stores. Like any other small town there
was a general store. Everyone stayed I'm sure that each of us would like to
there during their spare time. be able to have this sort of tribute
John had a happy life as a child. John • spoken of us by our fourteen year old
taught himself many lessons *viola granddaughter. It speaks of a life well
helped him in growing up, and went to----- lived that has left a heritage of good-
school as much as possible. John ness for those who follow.
realized' that education was very MI-
while John was walking home from Prison Riot an
--portant. He would get up very early and
either walk or ride a horse. One day •
school he lost a brand new watch he had '
re-CeiVed for Christmas. This hurt hirn ' , '
,
very badly because he treasured that 
watch dearly. The next day he wentDevised-By Guard
•
every foot of the way back, in a snow,
-1.41aga_ 41.4 AIL+4.--the. mit4*--4 -8, 14111------- ii--•----fly-1,;(1,-*100RE
p
:1 / • 4 ,,
One weekend each of the five children
would go and visit Grandfather In
Clarksville-at his ne*- home. During
this time I grew to love him very much.
He really taught me a lot. This summer
my grandfather, John Davis Ross died
on August 11, 1973; because of the
closeness in the whole family, everyone.'
was shattered. Before he died he told
my father he wanted-all of us to stay
together, keep seeing each other on
everythinceq,aally .
and'Io- be good. Then he said the most
important thing - he loved us.
402f4:,
Bible Thought
Behold, I make all things new. -
Revelation 21:5.
A new day and a new year! Thank
God for a clean slate to start this day
and this year.
I loved my grandfather so much
family. Their home was a small _ -don't think another man could make
&immunity in Kentucky, named Golden such an impression on the lives of




security penitentiary? The stateon Dec. 17. Wilrner Ray Dunn, Olga John Davis Ross only got throng-Pi-We -National Guard has a detailed plan thitBailey, Earl Cooper, Dorothy Wilson, 8th grade because of hard times. When could quickly mobilize as many of its-Dot-Linville, Paul Haley, and Martha he was 47 years of age- his father, more than 5,000 troops as needed, but,Myers are members of the cast of Robert Lee Ross, died. Since he was the the plan itself is secret.
-Yes, we certainly have plans, and
we even have specific plans for specific
contingencies, but those are classified, play, "Love and Lather." Life was getting harder, so in 1917, he and I can't talk about it," said Lt. Col.Florida oranges are advertised at 10 volunteered for the United States Ar- Wayland Nalley, the Guard's chief of describe the rehearsals in detail. plete sovereignty over Sinai to Egyptcents per dozen in the Tolley and _ my. He faught in the World War I and _ plans and operations. A National Guardsman, who asked , and to give loch 1 Palestinians controlCarson ad this week. stayed in for 21 months. • The overall plan,. Nalley said in a not kie--ba'- identified because of the over internal affairs on the West BankIn high school basketball games John Davis Ross came home and telephone interview Friday, is known sensitivity-a-the matter, said a unit of and in the Gaza Strip-- . .Murray High beat Kirksey with Solifeb,w_itizaad_ilaiii-tila(1.-Lhisliki-thie-hhah-lhe-- -nrientiDER-Y--,--for-Willithey-assistirirle helieopters conducted a Today's birthdays: Retired autogetting -12-Ter Tic-urray and Ezell and married MissDella Futrell. They were .for DorneaLie, Emergencies in Ken- MADEKY-related training exercise executive James Roche is., 72. ,Story getting four each for Kirksey. married on November 28, 1920. They tucky. near the La Grange State Reformatory Television producer and director
sp
"Kidnapping Betty" and Ann Walker,
AliceiOutLand, Harold Grogan, Lla Grey




Thotti it rimy be a paradox, we do
often try. to combine a belief in future
progress te4b sorrow at the passing pf
the "good old days." Sometimes we
expect students of history to use the
past to predict the future: Other times, _
we ask them to create for Us a past that
never existed.
How do those who study the past for a
living see their own job? Listen to these •
assessments of the historian's job by
some professional "rememberers" of
our century:
Man generally is entangled in
insoluble ,roblems; history is
consequently a tragedy in which
we are all involved, whose keynote
is anxiety and frustratioia, not
progress and-fhTflanent.
(Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. - American)
A mere collector of supposed facts
is AS 41  Imart. 
chbOxes.
(Lucien Febvre-Frencb )
Consciousness of the past alone can
make us understand the present.
(Herbert Luetby-German )
The task of the historian is to un-
derstend the peoples of the past






By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 16th, the
350th day of 1978. There are 15 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1773, American
colonists diguised as Indians boarded a
_ 
._. British shi in Boston Harbor and
- of -lea- -ovirboa-a' -
The tax protest went down in history as
, the Boston Tea Party.
On this date:
In 1770, the German composer,
Ludwig van Beethoven, was born.
In 1809, Napoleon Bonaparte was
divorced from the Empress Josephine
by an act of the French Parliament.
In 1916, the monk who wielded
powerful influence over the Russian
court, Gregory Rasputin, was mur-
dered.
In 1944, the World War II Battle of the
Bulge was being fought in Belgium.
In 1963, Democratic Sen. Edward
Kennedy of Massachusetts walked out
, of a Boston hospital where he had spent
six months after breaking his back in
an airplane crash.
In 1967, a 28-nation TIN committee
approved a treaty which the United
-hialley was .specifically asked_ States and the Soviet Union had
whether Guard units were placed on proposed for the rescue of -space ex-
alert during the sitdown strike in late plorers in distress.
October by about 250 inmates at the Ten years ago: The Electoral College
State Penitentiary near Eddyville. He
said no.
Ilearlyaltafthe-prison's 820 inmates Five years ago: Secretary of State
were placed in segregation im- Henry Kissinger met with Israel's
mediately following the incident, but all Prime Minister Golda Meir to try to
but five inmates have been returned to ease Israeli concern about a projected
Middle East peace conference.
One year ago: Prime Minister
Menahem Begin told President Carter




50 Years Ago 
The Murray Milk Plant, will be of-
ficially opened for business not later
than the first week in January, ac-
cording to F. B. Hind, president.
Murray State Teachers College has
been accepted as a full member of the
Southern Association of Colleges, ac-'
cording to President Rainey T. Wells
and Dean J. W. Carr. Special
celebrations were held this week for
this acceptance.
Deaths reported this week include
Leon Blythe, W. M. Meador, 75, Mrs.,.
Louisa Calhoon, 72, Buddie Vance, 60,
and Mrs. Stewart Arnold.
All average of 112.52 was reported for
the sale of tobacco on the Murray
Market last week.
Mr. and, Mrs. Burnett Lassiter
celebrated their 50th wedding an-
niversary on Dec. 7
Marriages announced this week
include Pearl _ Tidwell to Solon
..Shack'elford on Dec. 8, and Rachel
Barber to Virgil Gibbs on Dec. 15.
Harry Sledd was toastmaster at the
banquet honoring - the ,.Murray State
College football team held at Wells
Hall.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr, and Mrs. Otis Lovins and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jim Burkeen.
The Dexter Quartet composed of L.
B. Jones, Rex Anderson, Lee Donelson,
'that watch always. That particular Associated Press Writer
lesson taught him to treasure the things LOUISVILLE., Ky. (AP) - What
dear to you and have the determination would happen if inmates rioted at
to go back ti-M-Trflo do iv-Mtheetils-Ticentuckr6-90-year-old-inairimum
impossible_T
,Pork ehops are advertised at 42 cents and A. H. Hays took first place at the
per pound in the ad for Swarm's singing contest held at Vancleave my first blow with death and it hurt, ttio
1:reetlfIrVigreetik"7- , - vegoww t*.tism Wej
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Maxwell House coffee is advertised had. He went on to live' his life and
''Sorry Wrong Number" starring • at 45 cents, per pound in the ad for accepted what had happened for he
Barbara Stanvryck and Burt Lancaster pigmy Wiggly this week, knew he would see her. again.
oldest son, he had to work. He joined the
Army Corps Engineers and helped in
building a dam in Cumberland River.
had four children. All the children had Nalley said MADEKY "covers any
respect for others and knew where their eventuality - civil disorders, disasters
, - _fsuch as the present severe flooding).
Later en, Juhu wan called as•hi tv InsntutIonal disturbances such as you
work for the U.- S. .Army Corps have described - you name it."
Engineers. John Davis Ross, his wife Under MAttEKY, a single National
Della and their one child moved to Guard unit may be called into service,
Burnside, Kentucky at U.S. Lock ltnd the state's entire force may be used, or
Dam No. 21 where two more children federal troops could be alerted for
were born to this family. Then John was additional support', Nalley said.
transferred to Hickory Point Tennessee "It all depends on the specific
and there one more child was born, situation, what we would do," said
Again John and wife and (oar Nalley.
children moved back up the -Cern: 
berland River. There tragedy struck,.
the family. Della became seriously ill'




' Mrs. Jones confided te a next-door
The sorrow was lifted when .a great- • neighbor that she had finally cured her
uncle and aunt, came to live with the nervous husband of _biting his nails.
family. Years went by and John was "Good gracious!" said the neighbor.
transferreli to Cumberland City, "How?" •
Tennessee. There he met another "It was really simple," was the reply.
woman, Miss Thelma Evans. John and "I hid his teeth."
Thelma were married on January 1,
1940. They had one daughter.
John Davis Ross retired as he had
saved his money and was getting fairly
prosperous. He owned quite a bit of land
in Chapmansboro (where he had
moved) and later donated. land and
money for the building of Cheap Hill
Church Of Christ.
John 'and Thelma went to church
regularly. They were the best
Christians in the world and would do
anything to help you. Tragedy struck
this family iiipth on March 2t,--1969
Thelma Ross died of cancer. Anis was
WRITE A LETTER
_Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encounged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone nuniber must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of "general
interest. -
Editors reserve the .right to
condense or reject any, letter and
f uent wqter-S.
' Ad ress eorresp-787nce to
ditor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
,
the general population.
Parts of the MADEKIL plan are
rehearsed by Guard units about once a
year, Nalley said, though he declined to
earlier this month.
Guard officials, however, said
training exercises are routine and that
--Kentucky's mThlarY cbinmandii- not in' -
went through the farmality of electing -
Richard Nixon president.
George Schaeffer is 58.
Thought for today: Pleasure is very
seldom found where it is sought - _
Samuel Johnson, English Scholar, 1709--
the business of predicting situations in 1784.
which it might be needed.
"Our plan ties to the Departmenia---- . e. 
Justice as far as prison matter a are
concerned," said Nalley. "The
governor would have to issue any order
for the Guard to be called in."
Gordon Nichols, a spokesman for the
Department of Military Affairs, which
National Guard and the
Division of Disaster and Emergency
'Services, said elements of the
MADEKY plan were put into effect
most recently 'tiring the Louisville
firefighters' strike last July, when
some troops were used to than fire
stations.
Nichols said plans had been made to
use troops in the event of a Postal
Service strike the-.following month,
which did not materialize.
: "I feel the plan is Viable," said
Nalley. "We have rehearsed to the
point it is pretty well refined, but I hope
we never have to use it." •
.4
—
Miirray Ledger & Tirnes
Pubhsher Walter I. Apperson
Editor Ft Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Tunes is published
every afternoon except Sunday's. July 4, Christ-
tnas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc . 103 N 4th St .
Murray. IGy - 4=4.Seeond Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers, $2.75 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har-
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. KY . and
Parts, Buchanan and Puryear, Th , $19 50 per
year By mad to other destinations, $3600 per
year
Member of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
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Assoriattop
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
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ledger & nines as will as all other Al' news.
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Muffay Business News Btiefs
Tappan Introduces
"Time Saver" Ovens
MANSFIELD, Ohio - Two
completely restyled coun-
tertop microwave ovens, in
the development stages for
more than a year, have been
Tflttlldtfed by—thtr. Tappan
Appliance Division.
The new models, called the
El
tended "hold" capabilities. (
  models feature-
an audible tone when any
cooking selection is made,
which assures the
homemakers that the setting
has been properly registered.
Other features include a
bright digital display which
also registers "end" at the
completion of a cooking cycle,
black door front with see-
through window, full-height
*no hinge, wood grain decor
on the outer wrapper and
power le-i-reT gdIdC sAtings
screened on the outside of the
door.
The full-size Model 56-4798
.also includes oven rack
supports which accommodate
a -special - "Make-A-Meal"
rack allowing the homemaker
to cook complete meals in the
microwave oven. ,
Tappan introduced the first
domestic microwave oven in
1955, and marketing officials
feel the new models represent
• the epitome in 6661C111g MTV-
venience and time-saving





one full size (Mode116.4796,14
cubic foot) and one family-site
(Model 56-1688, .7 cubic foot).
Both feature a redesigned •
flexible membrane touch
control panel and will be
priced to sell below two top-of-
the line "touch" models in-
troduced last year.
Both models featfire
memory levels, 10 power,
levels and an automatic'
4rir
GRADUATE REALTORS INSTITUTE - Eleven members of the Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Board of Realtors recently attendeifhtentucky-AssociaTion of Realtors Graduate
Realtors Institute. They are, front row, left to right, Brenda Jones, Helen Spann, Bill Kop-
perud, Geri Andersen and Loretta Jobs. Back row, left to right, Glenda Smith, Bill
Rayburn, Bud Nall, Amos McCarty, Joe Guy Hagan, KAR president, Judy Johnston and





304 N. 4th St.
753-8170 
GENE UNBOLT GEORGE LAROOLT
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK
General market direction was
moderately upward. Gainers
included Humana 1NYSE), to
23as from 204s; Liquid
Transporters (OTC), to 103/4
from 91/2; and Brown-Forman
(AMEX), to: 32% from 291/2.
eat declines included
to 9% from








RETIREMENT PARTY — Guy Turner, who is retiring this month after serving 25 years
- a-Kentucky State Trooper, was honored with a retirement party MoncUy- /W-
C:lard's Shell Service Station. He was presented a plaque by his friends at °Sixth and
Main," who said it was the first time they could remember a retirement party being




• EAST AURORA, 'N.Y. —
Two managers of Fisbet-
Pie Toys have been ap-
pointed to key positions, it was
announced today (Dec. 8) by
Henry H. Coords, president.
James A. Smart Jr., for-
merly Eastern region sales
mariager,—haa- -been named
national sales manager.
James W. Cudney, formerly
marketing manager, has been
appointed director of ad-
vertising.
Mr. Smart Joined Fisher-
Price in 1968 as a salesman
-arid was agootntefriregibriar
sales. manager in the Midwest
in 1977. Earlier this year he
was. named regional sales
manager in the Eastern
United States. ,
A graduate of East
Stroudsburg State College,
East, Stroudsburg, Pa., Mr.
Smart will be responsible' for
the Fisher-Price sales
operation in the United States
and will supervise sales
managers, customer service,
and sales administration. He
lives in Orchard Park, N.Y.
James A. Smart, Jr.
Mr. Cudney- joined the
company in 1972 as a market
analyst and was named
manager of marketing
research in 1973. In 1976, he
was appointed marketing
manager.
A graduate - of Cornell
University with an MBA
degree from the State
University of New York at
James W. Cudney
Buffalo, Mr. Cudney will be
responsible for directing
Fisher-Price advertising to
the trade and to consumers,
and will supervise the
preparation of packaging




FORT WORTH, TX — Lewis
Kornfehl has been named to
the position of executive _vice
president of Tandy Cor-
poration, Radio Shack's
parent company.  
Kornfeld, who has been
president of Radio Shack since
1970, will continue to serve in
that capacity as well. He has
also been a director of Tandy
Corporation since 1975.
Kornfeld Joined Radio
 Shack as advertising manager
In 19111—a—rin tr--110.---imarintive-Sontti?
promoted to vice president,
advertising. In 1958 he was
meat Tire presnierti-T---iner•--
chandising and advertising, a
onpositi he held until being
named president in 1970. •
The industry veteran is
credited with having been a
major factor in Radio Shack's
first venture into private label
products for the consumer
electronics market in the
1950's. He is also credited with
numerous desiv innovations





High School in 1935. He earned
a Bachelor's Degree w1939
and a Master's Degree in 1941,
both from the University of
Denver, where las majored in
Journalism tad English
After receiving his
Master's, he worked as a
college instructor and later as
a reporter for the Denver
Rocky Mountain News.
During World War II Kornfeld
served as a communications
officer with the Marine Corp
attai- fling
the rank of captain.
Kornfeld lives in Fort 
Worth,--Terers-wtttrill3rcav
Ethel. They have two sons. •
Radio Shack presently has
more than 7,000 stores and
dealers worldwide. At the end
of its 1978 fiscal year, June 30,
Tandy Corporation announced
sales in excess of one billion
dollars, as well as its 16th
consecutive year of increased
earnings per share.
In 1963, when Radio Shack
was acquired by Tandy
-Corporation, the company
consisted of nine stores in the
New England area. At the
time, its annual sales were
about 812,000,000.
Your Life Insurance
Many people have questions
-about- life- insitronc-e- •
practices. The American Council
of Life Insurance answers personal
inquiries from the public:
7. ̂
Q. needed some money recently
to remodel my house. so I took out a
loan on my life insurance policy.
What happens if! die before! finish
paying back the loan7—•---
this create any difficult). for them
--and syhat shoal& I-do to make. sure
they get our policy benefits.
A. The fact that your—bene-
ficiaries live outside the.-U.S..
creates no problem at all. Simply,
write to yoyr insurance agent to cor-
rectly designate them as your bene-
ficiaries and provide them with a
copy of your policy . if possible. or
St-feast -your' policy number.
v7OUld origin-ally iiive -received —
the face value of your policy --
would be reduced by the sum still
owed on the loan, plus any interest
due. For this reason, it's a good
idea to repay the loan as .soon as
possible.
Q. My daughter and son-in-law
have moved to Israel. but my wife




As Critical To Collective Bargaining
For Kentucky and the rest of
the country, next year is
-shaping up ts one of the most 
critical in the history of
-collective bargaining as
major agreements covering
3.8 million workers  expire in 
trucking; electrical equip-
ment, auto. rubber_and other
. key industries.
The outcome of these
negotiations will have a
profound influence on the
course of inflation into the
1980s.
"We are on the edge of a
decision on whether inflation
can be controlled in a modern
industrial society," says
Barry Bosworth, director of
the Council on Wage and Price
Stability.
"If 1979 bargaining
produces a continuation of 10
per cent annual increases, and
process of inflation keeps
rolling. it will beinwassible to 
talk about a moderation of
inflation in a healthy
economy."
President Carter's anti-
inflation program seeks to
hold average annual increases
in total compensation to seven
Percent or below and makes
compliance with this stan-
dard, as well as a more
flexible one on prices, a
precondition for bidding on
any federal contracts after
next January I.
The "voluntacy" wage
guideline has already come
under heavy attack by
organized labor: The AFL-
CIO EIecutive Council called
it "unfair and inequitable.;"
Teamsters President Frank
E. Fitzsimmons has retracted
an early statement of support,
and the United Auto Workers,
which issued a partial en-
dorsement when the program
was first- announced,
developed serious second
thoughts after reading the fine
print.
The basic problem with the
wage guideline is its definition
of compensation, the most
comprehensive ever used in
any U.S. incomes policy. Like
all past controls or guideline
prrgrouts;- it counts rash
wages and the value .of new
fringe benefits. But unlike
previous efforts, it also counts
the increased cost of main-
taining existing benefita,'such
clb - health t.4n- 4:al-pension
contributions, toward the
seven percent ceiling. As a
result, there is a great deal
less to the seven percentAhan
meets the eye.
The anger _of-unions-at-the-
wage standard might beleseif
they did not find the price
guideline outrageous. While
the wage standard has very
few loopholes and White
, House 'officials indicate that it
will be rigidly interpreted, the
price standard is very
flexible.
AFIlip0 President George
Mean charges, that the
complexity of the price
standards will make it im-
possible for consumers to tell
whether or not a company's
price increases are in com-
pliance with the guideline or
not;- while the compliance
wage increases WHI be
mediatelv apparent.
At this point, the en
status of the anti-inflation
program is very much in -
doubt. If the President's
program does survive into
next year's heavy bargaining,
-one- alinosC-Certic,oriie
will begin an increase in
strikes.




firmness in fighting inflation.
But while an occasional
major strike might have a




















. 1970 1973 1977
Setwes: American Council•
of Life Insurance
Total investments of I.' S. life in-
surance companies in the nation's
economy have increased by nearly rs
ports. These investments are used 3
can Council of Life insuranci re-
70 Percent since 1976. the 4 meri-
la meet furnee obligations So Mw-. *it
strikes in major industries
could end up crippling the
entire-economy. _
Jo'
Q. Inflation is killing me and I'd
like to know if there is any way I can
increase my life insurance as the
value-of my dollar declines? That
way rd keep my family protected
even with the rising cost of living. •
A. There are ways for you to in-
rease___faur. protecrion 
periodically. For example, you Can
buy additional coverage every few
years. Many life insurance com-
panies now offer policies which
guarantee you the right to purchase
additional-insprartre at, regular  
intervals, regardless of the state of
-your health or other conditions
affecting your insurability. Or, if
your policy happens to, be one on
which you receiye_dixidends, you —
can use-those dividends to purchase
-addiCsnat aninuets'ionnstirance.-
DAMN NOT ES
- On counterfeit bills, por-





the tiny red and blue
threads.
by Bill Boyd
This is the season of the year for counterfeiters'





Ron has been selected as
Salesman of Month at Parker
Ford Inc. Based on sales








We-ace-proud to have-Ron cm our sales force and represent
us as December's Salesman of Month . Stop in and see
Ron, or any of otw-other fine salesmen for a new or used car
eFtfurAce-- — -4401 make you glad _
their earnings kelp keep down the W 
nMainficiaries and policyholders, and .
114I 
cost of insurance Sr pefrwhotokeri
"Row Naas From Murray's eldest Car Bealee' 1515213
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The thin line of Canada
geese seemed almost as if
they were hanging by son.-
invisible wire hooked into it.,
sky. Not a bird beat its wings.
Each floated on a stiff south
wind right toward my decoys,
and I swallowed my heart and
tried to look inconspicuous
jetund a shield of planks and
cane.
Other geese were working in
the background. Large groups
of birds sailed back and forth
over the Ballard County
Wildlife Management Area in
a fixed flight lane. I'd watched
them follow the same pattern
for an hour. But the geese
headed for me were-!:break-
away" birds, away from the
routine, and they appeared to
want . the company of the
shadow decoys and tire
quarters spread around my
Pit.
But geese don't grow old by_
being dumb. Some 125 yards
out the birds turned slightly to
my left, lost altitude quickly
and settled without sound
behind the trees on the
refuge's boundary line. I
relaxed my grip on my
shotgun and watched as they
started to feed in the stubble of
the next field.
I was al Renfro" Hunting
Ranch near Oscar. I've hunted
geese with Ivan Renfrew and
Gerald Pugh for three' Yeah-,
and I'd driven up to catch
what I hoped would be a good
late afternoon flight. The sky
was clear, but the tem-
perature had a nip and the
wind was up. I'd heard that
liallard had been picking up a
few new birds, and maybe.
_:_lustinastie, the •;:nreseissalei
all combine to sgrid a honker
fa my direction.
"Things are pretty slow. We
only have three geese all
day," said Ivan Renfrow from
a pit when I walked into his
decoy covered field. He was
referring to a party of some
ten hunters up from Arkansas.
Renfrow said the geese 'had
been flying only over the
refuge with few chanding a
venture over the firing line,
''Why dont' you crawl into
the pit on the Wier side of the
road?" Ivan asked. 'Nobody'
hunted there for kcouple of
days, but yesterday three
geese sailed over the field no •
more than five feet off the
ground.
AbOut that time one of
-ale-itecHtfrrttr'*-
AIN_ Canada's breaking over
the refuge line with their
wings stretched -in a sail.- 1-
burrowed into the cane while
Ivan and another caller went
to work -pleading with--the--
•
(AWN IN VAIN — Ivan Renfrow calls in vain to two
geese sailing out of the nearby Ballard County Wildlife
Management Area. Renfrow said hunting around the
Ballard area has been slow in recent days, but the area
normally  picks up new birds and better shooting around
Dec.
geese to swing toward the
gunners.
"You should have been
fifteen minutes earlier," Ivan
said. I looked, up to see the
birds floating right over my
intended hunting spot.*
hunters further up the line,
and a volley subtracted 'from
its number.
Time passes a lot faster
when you don't have long to
hunt, and soon I was counting
down the minutes' until_ _
hours," I said, and I hurried to
the other field.
Once in the pit. I spread
cane completely over the
opening except for one hole in
Lhe downwind corner. That
was my lookout site, and I took
up a position to watch . the
direction from which the
previous two geese had come.
The flights were continous
on the horizon, and their
noises.- were melodious.
There's something about the
honking of a flight of Canadas,
a mystery and freedom that I
feel appeals to  something still___
primitive ill Man's com-
position. I don't know of
anyone who Won't stop and
search skyward when they
hear the sounds_ ilaaftng
Then caine-my -moment-of-
excitement, when the one
-flight swung near and-pttehed-
into the adjoining field. A
while later another flight
-lowered into the decoys of--
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g, . my flock in the
_neighboring field, but they
failed to bring up my blood
pressure. They followed the
same pattern as the previous
flight, and I've hunted enough
to know they were intent on
joining their cousins insiae the
refuge line.
Finally the time was out,
and I unloaded, climbed out of
the pit and legged it back to
the road. Other hunters were
plodding from Renfrow's
`main setup, and three carried
their harvest of a bird each.
The sky was lighted by the
sunken sun's red glow, and
lines of geese and distant trees
were silhouetted in the
distance.
Ivan Maintains a ckatithause
next to his la-tinting fields, and
we gathered there for coffee
and stories.  ken told me then
That hunting had been- slow
during the spell of warm
weather, but that prospects
were that things would pick
up. Ballard County is due for a
flock of new geese around
Dec. 10. They come every year
around this time, give or take
a few days, and hunting
normally gets better as the
season gains some age.
I left and started back for
my car in the semi-dark.
Overhead a lone goose
honked, and I answered with
the call around my neck. The
bird circled and responded,
searching for the source of the
greeting.. ,.
I couldn't see it, but I
followed the bird's progress
by its calling_ It was
lonesome, separated from its
flock and wanting company.
"You'd better just fly on to the
refuge and jind some new
friends," I said more to
myself than to the goose. "I
hunted you this afternoon, but
I'm still on your side."
Word has been received that
an immature bald eagle has
been shot and killed near the
Franklin-Henry County line in
northeastern Kentucky.
Federal wildlife agents have
joined state officers in the
investigation.
 Hunters are remindect.lhat-
all birds of prey are protected.
,It is a federal crifne to shoot
hawks and owLs as well as
eagles. Eagle shooters can
receive fines of up to $10,000
and jail sentences not ex-
ceeding a year.
Last year a thoughtless
shooting claimed the life of an
eagle in Marshall County. The
investigation led-to the person
responsible. Now another
eagle has been killed, and if
the tenacity of the federal and
state officers in such cases
mean anything, this sla yet-
will also pay foe his deed.
14 the law_
n't shoot at birds of prey.
be doing the hirds_a__
favor, and.. you might save
yourself some big buCks
"4 SOUTH GRAVES - Sandra Adams is shown here with
a six point buck she killed while hunting recently in south
Graves Codnty. Ms. Adams lives at Lynn Grove. The
animal weighed 100 pounds.
HENRY COUNTY BUCK - Danny Morton of Hazel shot
this eight point buck in Henry County, Tenn., recently.
The animal weighed 147 pounds field dressed.
many things over the,. past
chapters of history. Back in
the days of the wild and
wooley west it was a term
often used in ,respect to six-
shooters, most specifically the
item marketed by Samuel Colt
about 1873 and often called a
Peacemaker. Assufning that
peace is a product of battle or
war, perhaps it was aptly
named, But - what about the
other term - Equalizer?'
Many- )-0f -the legendary
figures of the old west were
men big and broad-
shouldered; stout as an ox and
probably not as well man-
nered' fillttle guy ootralt to
--get beat up it times. Along
comes Mr. Colt's idea and
with some pfacVce resulting
in -a reasonable amount of
-dexterity, the little guy is
suddenly_ no. -longer- -
pushover. The gun supposedly
equalled things out.
We said that just to get
around to this. There is a new
equalizer on the market. You
take the ordinary city block
and the guys who live up and
down the street on it, folks just
like us. Along comes one old
boy some day with a big four
wheel drive pickem up truck.
And shortly thereafter he
installs himself as the local
hero during the first
snowstorm of the winter. The
four wheel drive muscling its
way ai vuuci end 
less capable vehicles ,from. a
point known as cessation of .
meaningful progress. In
country boy language that-
, means they are -stuck." Most
of us being what we are and all
- get to keep up with the Jones
and that sort of thing. Well, it
can eat on the old grain. a bit.
And when Uncle Sam and
mama's new coat and Junior's
teeth braces got done with the
cookie jar - such. The bottom
was bare.
Presto along comes- the
snatchem-strap. The new
Equalizer. The great
E'qualizer. With it even a
--seressny.andersprung gracery-
aack hauling excuse of a truck
like an El Camino becomes a
prime mover. Properly used,
why the snatchemstrap could
let one become the official
unstucker of the whole block.
With it, a little olirVolkswa gone
can sometimes extricate (get
unstuck ) a big old four wheel
drive. Yeh, it takes a little
luck.
Now just what is a SNAT-
CHEM-STRAP? Basically, it
is a flat piece of tough nylon
fibers sewn together, three or
.four in'ches wide, and about
twenty-five feet long. The ends
arc turuedhavk on the.inaelvea
and sewn info loops. In effect,
II* 'icing Kong sweAr dooper 
rubber band! And It reaiW
works! Here Is what happens.
By Jerry Maupin
- f--just read one of-the-best
stories ever about bass fishing
and the way someone else
really feels about. it. Bruce
Brady wrote a salute to the
black bass and how he hasn't
changed over the last twenty
five years.
We must be about the same
age because I knew exactly
what he was talking about
when he mentioned the old
steel rods and the direct gear
reels.
The lures are classics and
should_he: hung.,, on wall
plaques for all to see and
wonder about because most of
them are not fished by anyone.
I don't understand why, but
they just get pushed aside and
nearly forgotten.
I can remember-le-eihfihe -
tremendous "clearing" that
was filling with water to form
Kentucky Lake. .
My father, grandfather and
uncle had included me in a
-fishing trip to blood river one
last time. I was five or six
years old and it looked like the
whole world was going to be
covered with the rising water.
I am sure they explained
what was going on but
remember most the enormous
gap or hole in the land.
I also saw the first black
bass of my life. It was just
lying-lin the clear pool wat-
ching and waiting as if it knew
about the future and the
-fantastic -adventures that -
would be his to share.
It was also thy first lesson in
seeing a fish refuse to bite.
Uncle J tried several methods
to catch .this bass, even a
minnow from the creek, but
they-all - failed_ Wedisturtied.
the bass too much and he
swam away into the rising
waters and was gone.
There was a gap in my life
as a fisherman and I don't
know for sure how many years
it was.
I remember several trips in
later years with my grand-
father, Harry Rowland, and a
neighbor, Arlo Springer, but
these were crappie fishing
trips. I am not sure just who




Wildcat Creek, and the Irvin
Cobb Resort all are the places
that were known for having
good .bass fishing water
nearby.
I sometimes think of the big
fish that we caught, by ac-
cident mostly, and of all the
big ones that got awarjust
because they were too large to
handle on the equipment we
had. I think the worst problem
we countered was poor quality
line. I didn't know how to take
care of braided line to keep it
from rotting.
I bought whatever line was
availableOnd fished with it the
year round. I 'don't even know
what 'pound test line we used
but it sure was light. A
backlash was a disaster that
had to be cut out if you had
money to buy more line, if not,
then you kept picking until you
straightened it or went home.
I think the largest hass I
ever sa* hooked was in Blood
River. Farmers Cove to be
exact and my brother Dale
your oacic
"subject." We recommend wheels are going diggy diggy
excluding those with a heart scratch scratch on the snow,
condition or a stork attack. the stuck rig will suddenly
Finding a person ease right out of its problem.
desperately in need of Simple as pie. It really works.
assistance due to his personal A Snatchem strap is a tool.
set of Wheels being. involved in Properly used, it can be very
a battle with snow or ice which useful and helpful. Improperly
they lost, you spring forth to used, it can be dangerous.
the rescue. Take the big Very dangerous. For exam-
yellow fthey come in all colors ple. If that trailer hitch ball
but yellow is most common so breaks off (don't laugh - it has
far around- hefty Snatchera happened) you've get the
strap from its bag. One end equivalent of a rubber band
goes over the trailer hitch ball slingshot with somewhere
on the back of your rig. Likely between ten and twenty
Mr. WhoeVeristuck did not thousand pounds of corn-
have the foresight to install a passion loaded in. And a two
Trak-12U lialf cin-ilie-TrotiLpoutia cannon ball that it Will ---
of his Car. So the next object instantly Propel up to a--
for you is to locate a suitable thousand feet just like _a
-*Ce-ti-afUtich the loop. And bullet! TI just the strap
that ninety-nine percent of the breaks, I've seen the end of it
• time, will be on the rear of the drive the tailgate of pickup
-car-Sts,--drop the-loop -over his trucks three feet up in the bed!
trailer hitch ball. Back up Safety precautions are in
carefully to allow some slack order. First of all, don't pick
in the line. Roughly half_of it-is • on something much bigger
a good rule of thumb. If its than you to pull out. Most of
thirty feet long, leave fifteen the good quality straps are
feet of slack. But not more rated at twenty thousand
than that, even if the stgap is pounds. That's adequate for
longer. More on that in a most vehicles up to about five
piinute. Inform the subject to thousand pounds, of curb
get. in his car, release the weight. Better ones are
brake, put-the transmission in available but not recom-
reverse so the car itself can mended unless you need them.
help some. It might be better A sixty thousand pound strap
to tell him teleave it in neutral can give you quite a jolt in a
on second thought. He might four thousand pound car
get carried away with the Secondly. The biggest cause of
__excitement -of-,4huevent and probleini IS a bad hitch
Clobber,. you when he gets Either  you hook rer some
some traction: All is ready? part of the vehicle that cuts
Good. Get in your rig - and the strap, or the part you hook
drive off. Fast as you can. to on the rig breaks. We prefer
That's right. That is the solidly attached two hooks for
proper way to do it. I can see fastening points, or in lieu of
the heads nodding out thefe as that good stout farm type
you- read this, envisioning the clevis's. Hitch balls are all
lily white knuckles on the right for minor jobs. But they
steering wheel, the -lacerated will not stand as much as the
head with a Grade A con- strap will. Dep't use log chains
cusslon that breaks out the to hook the snatchem strap
windshield, the mangled and too. They don't have near the
torn spinal column and neck strength. And when they let
with the multiple whiplash go, that look end of chain can
fractures. Wrong! It doesn't be a dangerous missile.
do that. I know. I've been on Thirdly. Don't overdo it. Use
'both ends of tile snatchem- just as much force as
strap necessary to get the job done
The snatchem-strap will If the first try doesn't 00 it, try
stretch Quite a bit to be truth- again a little harder. Work up
ful. And that takes out all of to what it takes. And keep
the jolt. Its amazing but it, bystanders well out of the
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment






What does it sell for? Thirty
dollar or so. Not bad for an
equalizer. Jones gave nearly
nine grand for that muscle
machine in his driveway!
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING
and have a nice week
was the lucky (") fellow. H•
was casting ii_taambilatlacj
ike when all at once he let ou
a yell for help. Something ha(
struck the lure and was takini
it away, rapidly stripping al
of the line from the spool. Ht
tried to slow the fisgs run b)
grabbing the reel handle
Skinned nuckles was the resell
of the first attempt so I helpee
hold the rod while Dale
grabbed the reel again.
This time he stopped the line
from going out and we thought
we had it made. Just one turn
of the reel handle and all of the
--Tears, screws-and side plates
flew apart, leaving us with
some line and a rod. I held,,
onto the rod while Dale pulled -
the line through the guides by
hand, fighting the big bass all
the while. We were so excited
we had ceased to speak in
English • or anything in-
telligble. Gibberish would be
more'Correct. .
Finally by mutual consent
we got the boss up to the boat
where we could see it and my
heart just about stopped. That
bass filled my entire range of
vision, eyeball to eyeball I
knew we were in trouble
because that thing was just
gettiag his second wind. It
turned and flashed a huge tail
putting the afterburner to
,work and pulled the hooks out
of its jaw.
Dale sat there, white as a
sheet, looking into the water
until the-tears-started to spill
down his cheeks. I wanted to
cry as badly but somebody
had to run the boat. About ten
years later Jerry Atkins and I
measured a Monster bass in
farmers Cove and it was thirty
three inches long!




I am sure it was the
legendary, _naanirer, tackle
busting _bass of farmers Co've
that had beaten at least ten
known fishermen of the area.
Al Blum remembers it too!
Happy Fishing!
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Imodap,
 Winners_And Losers _  
Stephanie Wyatt (in whits at left) battled for sea of imtr nine
rebounds against Ificlownn County last night, while David
Cohoon (35) leaps with Fulton County's Joe Warren. The
Laker girls won 58-39, while the Calloway boys lest 67-52.
Staff photos by Kevin Penick
Getting Over The Hump
Murray State After Second Victory Tonight
"Get over the hump" is a
common expresaion in sports,
meaning to rectify a bad --
which usually means losing -
season into a good one. For
Murray State to increase its
Win streak of one game, it
must get over the hump of the-
Camels of Campbell'COLlege-ip





























The addition of storm windows
and doors to a fully insulated home
will reduce heating and cooling costs
even further and add considerably to
your comfort. Storm windows also
stop moisture from condensing on
the inside of the glass, which can rot
wood window sills and framing.
Moreover, they join insulation in
shielding outside noise from the in-
side of your home.
If you don't wish to install regular
storm windows, you can accomplish
practically the same purpose easily,
effectively, and at little cost with
clear plastic storm window kits. The
plastic sheet is merely stapled or
tacked onto the outside of the win-
dow facing and usually lasts about a
ear'= Murray Electrica9.
5! System


























, the Sports Arena.
The Racers are only 1-6, but
--they won their last outing, a
75-65 decision over UT‘Martin.
Campbell gollege, a -Rules
Creek, N.C.,-based dchool with
---- an enrollment= of 2,200, it in
just its second season of
Division I play. Formerly an
NAIA school, it advanced to
the national -finals of -that
division in 1977. •
The Camels are 2-5 thus fat,
but they made their best
showing their last time out.
Campbell trailed national
power North Carolina State
only 62-61 with 15 minutes left
before the Wolfpack erupted
to win 108-83.
"We'ra not going to come in
and do anything differently
against Murray," said
Campbell coach Danny
Roberts, who owns a 170-99
career coaching mark at the
school. "We'll go with what
has been successful for us _so
far."
The biggest-;stiteets—hli.
-come from from foritard Ron
Curtis, a 6-5 .freshman. Curtis
leads his, squad in both scoring
15.6) ad rebounding (10.3).
Another freshman-also
starts 6-11 Tony Britto,
averaging 6.3 points and 5.1
rebounds.
"Murray seems to be in the
same situation we are in right
now," said Roberts. "We've
both played good teams and
lost some close games, so








Keith Oglesby F Jr 6-5
John Ronda. . Sr -6.$
Roy Taylor  G Sr 6-5
David Lowry G So 5-11
Campbell College
P Cl Ht
Ron Curtis  f Fr 6-5
John Hedistall  F Sr 43-6
Tony Britto .   C Fr 6-11
Fred Whitfield  G Jr 6-3
Darrell Mauldin  G Jr 6-0
Previous Results
Murray
70, Tennessee Wesleyan 81
-64, Kansas 81
71, Mississippi College 77

















63, East Tenn. 71
63, Applachion St. 73
95, Methodist (N.C.) 63
57, Va. Contrnonweattli 65 _
86, Baptist College 78 _-
55, UNC-Wilmington 63
83, NC State 108
Western Tops Davidson
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
I AP) - Greg Jackson and
Craig McCormick combined
for 24 points in the second half,
and Western Kentucky shot 64
percent in the final 20 minute
as Western Kentucky drilled
Davidson 503-111 for Its fifth
win in seven starts this year.
11 of'his 23.
points after intermission and
1
McCormick scored all of his 13
points and had eight rebounds
as Western turned Friday
night's game into a romp.
The- Hilltoppers, leading 42-
33 at the half despite 39 per-
cent shooting from the field,
•outscore d the visitors 
39-9n
the-first 1-2 minutes of tge final
period, for an 81-52 bulge,
Western's biggest of the
game.
Ivitaray Ledger Sr limes
Fulton County Size Stalls
Lakers' Upset Bid 6 7-52
By TONY %SIMON
Spurts Editor
In the beginning it was
Calloway County, in the end it
was Fulton County, and in the
middle...Darvell Holder.
 -The 64 -senior seored-18-
points, grabbed 18 rebounds
and was generally in-
-his
Pilots to a 67-52 victory over
the Lakers that put Fulton
County into tonight's finals of
the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament. It
faces Murray High, which
squeezed past Hickman
County 43-36 Thursday night.
The Pilots entered last
night's contest with a 3-0
record, with one of those wins
a 51-30 thumping of - Hickman
ounty. They left 4-04nd-with-
respect for the Lakers, who
were coming off a dismal loss
to Fancy Farm.
"We were lucky to get out of
this game alive," said Fulton
County coach Steve Colson.
"Except for about the last
minute of the game, I was
scared all the way."
"For three and one-half
_quarters, we played about as
well as we can play," said
Calloway County coach
Clayton Hargrove, Who saw -
he Lakers' record drop to 2-5.
But Calloway's best play
came in the second quarter.
Trailing 18-13 with 6:13 to go in
.the half, it used a devastating
press to score 13 straight
points and pimp ahead 28-18.
---LitzWnithe streak, the Lakers
used a six-point tear by Kenny
Erwin to take is eight-point
lge
With Calloway fans chan-
ting "Buckwheat, Buck-
wheat," - in reference to
Erwin's resemblance to the
"Little Rascals" television
character - Erwin came off
the bench to score five points
in 40 seconds, including 3-of-4
free-throw shooting.
Fulton County outscored the
Lakers 6-3 during the last four
minutes of the second period
-.to eutthemargin to five.
Calloway held the lead for
nearly five minutes of the
second halt, but by then
Fulton County's superior
_height-'- advantage was
beginning to surface. While
not overly big, the Pilots front
line of Holder, 6-2 Ralph Akers
and 6-1 Joe Warren out-
matched the Lakers, whose
tallest player was 6-1, ,  
While Holder missed por-
tions of the game due to foul
trouble, Akers and Warren
made up for his absence with
strong inside play. Finally,
with 3:42 left in the third
period. Holder hit two free
throws to pull his team even at
36. •
The game was tied three-
more times thereafter, the
last time at 46-all on Calloway
Scott Barrow's steal and
layup. But Warren hit two
more free throws to give his
team the lead for good.
-Akers, a smooth-shooting
forward, poured in nine points
in the final period, including -
four free throws in the final
minute as Calloway's play
turned ragged.
We took some shots we
shouldn't have late in the
game and let it get away from
us," said Hargrove. "But
overall, I was pleased. Our fan
support was absolutely great.
They gave us a big boost."
Barrow led the Lakers with
15 points, and among his six
field goals were numerous
-bombe fresa25 feet or betIer. 
Kenny McCuiston added 10
points and Ricky Garland
--chipped in eight, 
The Pilots held a big
rebounding edge Aver
Calloway - 45-31 - with
Warren grabbing eight and
-Akees, five, to complement
Holder. Akers missed only
-three field goal attempts and
two free throws in grabbing
game scoring honors with 21
points.
• Fulton County faces Murray
High in the championship
lifime, set for approximately 8
p.m. The Tigers are 5-0.
Frites Cases 67, 15811iiey Ca. Si
ft fga ft f to reb
Scott Barrow 6 11 3 3 0
Kenny McCuls ton 4 10 2 3 1 3
Ricky Garland ... 3 14 2 5 8 4
Stan Rushing  3 9 0 0 6 5
Kenny Erwin  I 3 4 5 2 4
David Cohoon  2 15 1 2 6 3
Terry Paschal/ .  1 3 0 0 I I
Team Rebounds 7
Totals 20 65 12, 18 31 21 52
Fulton C0tyr1
Fulton Co. 12 17 15 23.67















Alien Co fd Grayson Co 61
Apollo 56 Pad Tilghman 52
Ash Holy Family 71 Paintsville 66
Auburn 87 Lewisburg 46
Bardstown 65 Bullitt Cent 54
Barren Co 63 Olmstead 62
Beechwooa 49 Scott 41
Belfry 86 Maysville St Patrick 66
Caverns 80 Adair Co 65
Christian Co 75 Daviess Co 56
Clay Co 64 Corbin 59
Cov Catholic 68 Dayton 57
COY HOIMe6 68 Erlanger LJoyd 51
Crittenden Co 71 Forchwille 61
Cumberland 57 Lynch 53 OT
Deming 65 Millersburg Military 42
Eminence 71 Henry Co 65
Em Si Henry 95 Coy Latin 53
Fleming Co 70 Mason Co 69
Franklin Co 57 Woodford Co 49
Ft:Itios Highlands 78 Newport Cath 67
Gernaliel 62 Adairville 47
Garrard Co 70 Boyle Co 67.
Grant Co 62 Owen Co 56
Hancock Co 64 Perry Cent Ind 61
Harrison Co 91 Montgomery Co 48
Hart Co 64 Glasgow 60
Hopktneville 106 Breckinridge Co 68
Jessamine Co MI -Lincoln Co 67-- sisarrent 71 Breathitt Co 67
Enos Cent 12 Malley Co 59
LaRue Co 87 Ft Knox 49
Lee Co 80 Powell Co 62
Lea Bryan Station 62 Boone Co 39
Les Henry Clay 82Somerset 77
Les Tales Creek 70 Bath Co 53
Lone Oak M Lyon Co 75
Lim Ahrens 68 Eastern 56
Lou Atherton 45 Westport 73
Lou Central 78 Madisonville 61
Lou DeSales 77 Beth Haven 55 - --
Lou Doss W Butler 53
Lou Fairdale 60 Pleasure Ridge Park 54
Lou Fern Creek 73 Jeffersontown 55
Lou Iroquois 56 Southern 43
Lou Male 71 Waggoner 30
Lou Manual 80 Scott Co 59
Lou St Xavier 55 Elizabethtown 51
Lou Valley 72 Stuart 56
Lou Western 71 nos Jefferson 59
Ludlow 58 Silver Grove 55
Mad Central 49 Danville 47
Marion Co 80 Casey C6 73
Marshall Co 51 Heath 47
Mayfield 86 St Mary 64
McDowell 80 Wheelwright 67
Meade Co 90 N Bui/Itt N
Mercer Co 69 Anderson Co 61
Millard 95 Pikeville 56
Oldham Co ki Trimble Ca •
Obure Catholic 76 Ohio Co
• Pies 62 Johns Creek 58
City 74- -
Please7le41-Evarbillt • .. •
INallind MANX, U 
ltka Wad stirwraiweru
Russell Co 65 McCreary Cent $4
S Hopkins 61 University MOM X
Saver Grove Si Ludlow 411
Symsorm 64- Lows, 55
'Taylor Co 77 Green Co 67
•-••••Todd Cent 64 Trigg Co 51
thien,Co 75 Henderson Co 73 OT
W Carter 80 Lewis Co SO
Warren Cent 61 W Hardin IM
Warren East 94 Edmoispon U.-72
 ,Wayat-Ce-91 Sheaves...71
Walillae Ca 86 Ft Campbell 44
CeilWeir C. Tray
Patton Co 67 Calloway Co 52 Caster
City Maritime
Central City 70 Drakesboro 62 hal*
Par Trier Tray
Ky Comeary Day 58 Indpls Baptist 56
Latre1 Oe Inelattleaal
Leirel Ce 84 Monticello 76 nodal
Irekettasal
Cawood 10 Magriffik Co 65




















MARTIN, Tenn. - Jackie
Mounts pumped in a season-
high 30 points and grabbed 12
rebounds to pace the Murray
State- women's basketball
team. to an 84-52 drubbing of
North Alabama in opening-
round action of the UT-Martin
Christmas Tournament.
The Racers face UT-Martin,
a 58-52 winner over Arkansas-
Little Rock, in the 8 p.m.
championship game tonight. A
consolation game for third
place will predede the
championship tilt.
"They put a lot of pressure
on us outside with a 1-3-1
defense," said Racer coach
Jean Smith, "so once we -got
the . ball inside, we were _ _
sticking it in." _
Murray. improved its record
to 5-3, while North Alabama
fellto
Freshman guard Kim
Morris was the only other
Racer in double figures. She
hit four of kkeven shots for 12
points.
Forward Lisa LaMar
grabbed eight rebounds and
handed out three assists and
played what Smith called "a
fine all-round game."
tries. Murray State ' never
trailed and led 39-23 at the
half.
The Racers scorched the
nets from both the field and
free-throw line. They sank 31
of 61 (57 percent) field-goal
North Alabama shot a tries and 20 of 25 (80 percent)
horrendous 29 percent from charity tosses.
the field, hitting only 17 of 61g. In the second game last
Marren State 54, No* Alaimo 52
fg fga ft fta ripb pf
Jackie Mounts .......... 12 16 6 11 12 2
Kim Morris -  4 7 4 4 4 1
Tommy Boone 
Laura Lynn  2 6 4 4 1 3
Lisa LaMar . .... . . . . . . . sit -2- - _2 6
Mario Ke/sch  . . 2 2 2 .3 5










1 2 0 , 0 2 2 2-
 -0- -2- 0,-0 0-3
— 3 3*-
Mary Jane Gates  1 3 0 0 4 2 2
Kathy Hughes 0 3 0 0 0 3 0
. Totals 31 61 20 25 42 29 84
- 7-Wanda Beckham 
Sherri Blount  5 7 2
Wanda Kirk  1 9 2
Helen Strasser!  3 9 2 3
Miss y Richards  2 6 0 0
Connie leBIlhouse  0 3 1 3
Cindy Dingier  0 3 0 0
Jill Hurst  0 I 1 2
Darlene Eddy 0 0 3 5
Cheryl Sandy  0 1 0 0
Totals 17 r 61 20 33






























(Bugs Bunny Is Coming)
night, UT-Martin trailed
Arkansas-Little .Rock 39-20 at
the half but rallied to nip the
visitors. The Pacers pulled
into a tie at 48-all with 4:22 left
before scoring the go-ahead
basket.
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Ma Todd (dOS) drivesopinst Hickman County's Anita Bugg during action in the Calloway ,
Cowl, Madams Teerapeet last night. Todd led all scorers with 18 points as the takers woo.
their eikI wrolikt pose.
Staff photo by Kevin Penick
Caliccway County Girls Thump
Hickman, Advance To Finals
By TONY.WILSON
Sp arb Editor
Both Calloway County and
_Fulton County -rank in the toe
of their class — the First
Region — with unbeaten
records. And the Lakers
earned the right to meet the
Pilots in tonight's chain-
pionship game of the Calloway
County Christmas Tour-
nament by maiming Hickman
y .58-39.1ast tught-
The Lakers are 8-0 and the
Pilots are 7-0, but after their
30 13.111,. cda.sh. 941Y _One will
remain unbeaten in the 20-
team First Region.
"We'll have to play better
than we have all year to beat
—them," said Calloway Coach
. Marianne Davis, after wat-
ching her Lakers dump the
Falcons for the second time
this season. Fulton County
edged Murray High 46-38
.Thursday night to advance to
the finals.
Calloway County, aside
from a error-plagued first
half, had 11W. trouble in
dispatcing the Falcons.
Leading it's.  26-19 after two
periods, the Lakers outscored
Hickman 124 in the third
frame and 90-15 in the fourth
to run away with the win. •
Mina Tood led all scorers
and rebounders with 18 and 13,
respectively. Senior guard
Rose Rote lidded 12 PoInti,'
and Melissa Miller and Dawn
Redden chipped in eight each.
Davis Insered Miller St—
guard for portions of the game
and felt she did an excellent
job there. "She was able to
Intimidate their small guards,
and she played with a great
deal of poise," said Davis.
. Stephanie Wyatt gathered
nine rebounds to trail only
Todd for game honors, while
Hickman County center Lisa
—Sorts Upcoming
Today
Murray State men (141 vs Campbell College; Sports
Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Christmas Tournhment, cham-
pionship games — Calloway County girls (8-0) vsVulton
County; 6:30 p.m.; Murray High boys (5-0) vs Fulton
County (4-0).
Monday
Junior-High basketball - Murray Middle at Southwest
(boys, girls); 6:30 p.m.; Dover, Tenn., at East Calloway;
6:30 p.m.
Shooting Down The Rebels
Texas A iiM Upsets 15th-RanVed 14!vada-L-c-si-Veial-
Kelly grabbed eight.
The Lakers committed 22
turnovers to Hickman's 15, but
it was shooting and reboun-
ding that made the difference.
The Falcons hit 15 of 46 field-
goal tries (33 percent) and
totaled 32 rebounds, while
Calloway sank 22 of 56 (40
percent) and hauled in 53
errant shots.
The Falcons, never really in
the game in their first meeting
with the Lakers in NovemEier,
made a contest of it in the
early going., With Kelly
rebounding aggressively —
she finished with eight —
Hickman County stayed
within range of the Lakers in
the first half, pulling as close
as 22-19 with 1:43 left cm Kelly
Young's free throw.
But the second-hplf ex-
plosion which earned the
Lakers the victory really
didn't surprise Davis. "We've
been a second half team all
• By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
When you're playing
Nevada-Las Vegas in a run-
have more than five players
out there, the way they
Nevada-Las Vegas Coach
and-gunstioototrt; yotedhejSer:.--ierry -Tarkanian was happy
have your guns loaded. - enough with the Rebel.scoring
And Texas A&M did Friday in general, but discouraged
night. with their foal shooting in
"I knew it was gcing to be a particular. Not to mention his
high-scoring game, but there defense.
was notfithg we could do about •TheY were better than us
it except try to outscore tonight," he said. We missed
them," said Texas A&M too many free throws and
Coach Shelby Metcalf after gave them too many second
doing just that in a 101-99
victory in the Golden Gate
In'. itational in San Francisco.
The upset of the nation's
15th-ranked team was
fashioned—until- -ttre—iretw- of
Ryan Wright. who scored a
game-high 27 points — in-
cluding two pressure free
ttwows with 10 seconds left.
----We played a Little better In
the second half," said Metcalf.
,.Sometimes you had to look
two or three times to make
sure Nevada-Las Vegas didn't
in. Knoxville, Tenn. Host
Tennessee whipped Niagara




59-58 and Florida beat Fair-
field 109-99 in double overtime
in the, Industrial Classic in
Providence: Houston defeated
Pan American 107-95 and
Southwestern Louisiana
trimmed Rice 76-70 in the
Bluebonnet Classic In
Houston, and Auburn whipped
Oklahoma 78-70 and Navy
downed South Florida 66-58 in
theRig Sun Tournament in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Also, Texas Tech whipped
Oklahoma. State 85-83 in
overtime and Western Illinois
turned back Samford 92-77 in
the Birmingham Classic;
Idaho State stopped Georgia
66-56 and Utah defeated
Hof s-tra 82-71 in ttie Utah'
Classic in Salt Lake City;
Fullerton State whipped
Eastern Montana 98-53 and
Pepperdine beat Portland
State 99-64 in the Malibu
Classic in Los Angeles, and
Rider College defeated
Trenton State 44-43 and
Cortland State defeated
King's Point 61-55 in the
Governor's Classic in Trenton,
N.J.
and third shots. They, beat us
San Francisco, 
inddually. 
the nation's Tom-lichteirg-Named19th-ranked team, defeated
Pacific . 69-57 in the other
Golden Gate tournament and rehead-Ond-Coach--opening-round game ofwill meet Texas A&M tonight
for the championship.
Another ranked team was
upset- a's-Tournament play
Friday -night when 12th-
ranked Southern Cal dropped
a 7548 decision. to Xavier of
Ohio in the Volunteer Classic
Stan Rushing is method by am official Iii last aildn's 67-52
Calloiroy County limits FaIllon County. irsisiog item/ six
points and grabbed six risbisends
9
yo„, (1,D1ioNEER Ca,•• Stereo Sper ialkts
By the Associated Press
MOREHEAD, Ky. Iowa
State offensive coordinator
Tom Lichtenberg has been
named head coach at
Morehead State University,
where he began his college
coaching career six years ago.
Lichtenberg, 38, succeeds
Wayne Chapman; who
resigned this season with a 7-
20-3 record.
MSU President Morris I..
Norfleet, announcing
Lichtenberg's appointment at
a press conference here
Friday, said it "holds- great—
promise for the future of our
football program.
"He comes back to us from
a successfull tenure at Iowa
State and we are confident
that he is reedy for the.
responsibilities of a head
coach," Norfieet said.
Lichtenberg was an Eagle
assistant coach in 1972 and
1973. He joined the Iowa State
staff the following ye-ar' and




Lichtenberg was credited with
helping Iowa State into two
Bowl Games. Lichtenberg will
assume his duties here after
the Cyclones' Dec. 20 game
against Texas A&M in the Hall
of-Fame Bowl at Birmingham,
Ala.
"We're very pleated 'That
he'll be joining the staff,"
Moran said in ..a *telephone
interview. "He certainly
impressed our search. com-
mittee with his desire to come
back to Morehead. We hope "
his knowledge of Morehead
and the Ohio Valley Con-
ference will be a big help.
"The program has been
suffering some, but I don't
think Coach Chapman has
gotten the credit he .deser-
yes," Moran said. "He had us
very competitive. A few points
here and there and we would
have been in the thick of
things. He's leaving the
program in good shape. It will
be better coming in as coach
now than it was three years
ago."
Lichtenberg said it was "a
pleasure to-return to where I
started my college coaching
career.
"My family loves the city of
Morehead and the univer-
sity," he said. "Although I'm











Discount." Give me a call
and get in on the savings.
' Appl oils to bane homeo.weber• pro...6111T
11Stale
You're in good hands.











8.1 Air Cente, 711 4751
1Sunset Boulevard Music. . NeTe4aei4 Iri;ntet
- leaving an rxcellent job, I'm
accepting a challenge to build
the—football program M MU
so that the people of Kentucky
and eastern Kentucky can be
proud of it."
• A graduate of the University
of Louisville and Xavier
Uniyersity, Lichtenberg was
head coach at William Mason
High School in Mason, Ohio,
and Purcell High School in
Cincinnati, his native city.
t.
season," she said. "We just
can't seem to get going any
earlier."'
Calloway increased --its
seven-point halftime edge -tO
38-24 by the third quarter's
end and to its biggest lead —
58-37 — wth 1:08 left on Ross'
layup, Ross hit just 4 of 15
field-goal attempts but
grabbed five rebounds and
handed out six assists.
The Falcons may have
given the Lakers a scare had
they been able to convert free




The Lakers will go after
their third straight Calloway
Christmas tourney title.
Weervt 440v. *ewes camel 39
fg Igo ft fto
Rose Ross . 4 15 5 9
Mina Todd .7 16 4 5
MaLisso Miller 1_ 5, 2 2_
Down Redden ......... • .4 8 0 .1
Mimi Wi nchos ter  3 6 0 0
Stephanie Wyatt  4 1 4 2 2
Kim Willie  0 1 1 2
Renee Overbey . ......... • . , 0 0 0 0
Mary Waggoreer-- - 0 0 0 1
Gen° Hoke 0 0 0 0
Shori s. 0 0 0 2

























24 53 21 58
24 32 19 39
7 3 . 539
12 12 20-58
Ricky Garland shoots over Fulton County's Jae Warren in last night's 67-52 Calloway County loss.
Warren scored 15 points to Way the Pilots into tonight's Calloway County Christmas Tournament
final.
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----COUNTRY CLUB DIRECTORS: The board of directors at the Murray Country Club for 1979 wig be composed of
this group: From the left, J. H. Shackleford, treasurer; Virgil Harris, J. D. Rayburn and Tommy Sanders, directors;
President Walter Jones; Vice-President Gene McCutcheon; Past President and Secretary E. H. (Red) Howe, Jr.; Mrs.
Dub (Margaret) Polly, Dr. Bill Wilson and Dr. James Frank, directors. McCutcheon, Wilson and Frank are first-year
members of the board.
Walter Jones_ Named President
Of Country Club For Club Year
Walter Jones, Canterbury
Estates, has been elected
president of the Murray
Country Club for the club year
of 1978.
A native of Murray and a
six-year member of the club,
--Jones was elected- --nt---the--
board's December meeting,
held immediately prior to the
club's annual Christmas party
and *open house Dec. 10. He
succeeds E. H. (Red) Howe,
Jr.
Jones is manager of com-
pound development at the
Dr. James Frank, are first-
year members of the board.
They fill vacancies created
upon expiration of the terms of
Dr. Dick Stout, Dr. Joe
Rexroat and Mrs. Wells
(Betty Jo) Purdom.
The otVer member -the ladies' activities.
10-member board are Virgil
Harris, J. D. Ray bum and
Tommy Sanders.'
Two fnembership ap-
plications were approved at
the board's final 1978 meeting,
those of Robert and Salome
Wynn, 1305 Doran Road, and made up of Mrs. Polly and
neral- Tire te. Rubber: Ca.. wiare-elected to his 23rd term also was appointed. _
nt- in A4nYfiedi,7**liere- ciu-bryi -ge—salurer. Streef. . - - The MOT ITTeets theThrst
has been for the past 17 years. In addition.% McCutcheon, I One of his ,first official Monday of each month at 7:30
He is married to the former two others, Dr. Bill Wilson and acts, the new president named p.m. at the clubhouse.
his committee assignments:
Wilson, chairrnan'of the tennis
and swimming activities;
Sanders, house and _grounds;
Harris, golf; Fret*, mem-
bership; Rayburn, budget and
finance; and Mrs. Polly,
Ellen Jackson of Murray, and
they have two children, Tripp,
21, an employee of Fisher-
Price in Murray and Gina, 18,
a freshman at Murray State.
Elected vice-president was
Gene McCutcheon, editor of
*The mu-my-Ledger & Tifnes
and an eight-year member of
the club, and a first-year
member of the board.
Howe, the retiring president
and a two-year membr of the
board, was elected the 1979
secretary, while E. H.
Shackleford, local ic-countant,
Jones also appointed a new
rules committee, to be made
up of Rayburn as-chairman
along with Rexroat, Harris,
Wilson and Mrs. Purdom. A
by-laws committee, to be
chaired by McCutcheon and
PIKEVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Twelve thousand persons
were left homeless or in
substandard housing when the
rain-swollen Tug and Levisa
forks ravaged Pike County in
1977. But members of a 400-
year-old religious sect cut
through bureaucracy to
deliver disaster aid.
Twenty months later, the
Mennonites are still here,
repairing and renovating
houses in and around the Stone
'community.
"We provide the money. The
Mennonites provide the
labor," said Larry Disney,





Bottom Line For Cleveland Today Reads
'Default' As 11th Hour Compromise Fails
CLEVELAND (AP) - The
city of Cleveland, with
financial ledgers so tangled
that it took auditors four
months to find the bottomline,
is in default today.
"There will he six months of Default occurs when a city
chaos in the city to pay for this is unable to pay its debts.
night of shame," Mayor Cleveland owed $15.5 million,
Dennis Kucinich told the City due. Friday, and the cupboard
Council at a raucous late-night___was hare_ The 0..st time this
session that failed to avert happened to a major city was -
default. in 1933 in Detroit.
Cleveland's current
financial trouble follows years
of city hall fiscal sleight-of-
  MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murrey Lodger IL
Tunes by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on Sow-
days are weed to call 753 1916
behiresin 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 pro.
and 4 p.m. Saturdays, to insere
dalvery of the newspaper. CaNs
moist ism placed by 6 p.m. weelr•
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
Insolvency caused no im-
mediate hardship, and
bankers said they were willing
,to start .negotiations to lift
Cleveland from default:
hand. Cleveland mayors faced
steadily falling tax revenues
that 'resulted from two
decades of economic decline.
Voters' unwillingness to
approve income tax increases
- three times since 1968 -
"added to the problem and at
midnight Friday, the city
defaulted on $14 million in
short-term debts owed to six
local banks.
There wasn't even enough
cash to pay off a $1.5 million










Toast . Ail-American Beet
BEL-AIR CENTER
As City officials and local
bankers huddled with
lawyers, Cleveland's 625,000
residents steeled for cutbacks
in city services.
Mayori Kucinich, fighting
for his political life, warned
somberly: • '`As pi Monday,
I'm going to be forced to.order
the layoffs of • one-half the
peliet, one-.half the-firemen,
one-half of the waste collec-
tors, and one-half the snow
removal crews.
"It means there will be no
major street repairs, no
matter how big the
chuckhole."
As for today, city
spokesman Andrew Juniewicz
said, "Nothing firm. Nothing
set. Nothing planned."
The city employs 10,000
persons, including 1,875 police
officers and 1,002 firefighters.
Unions said they would fight
broad layoffs.
Cleveland's major banks
kept long hours Friday,
awaiting political agreement
that would pave the way for
refinancing the city's debt.
The hopes for an agreement
disappeared during an
acrithonious debate at
Friday's 11 p.m. meeting of--
the City Council. City
lawmakers, many of whom
would like to force Kucinich
from office, refused to eveh
consider . the mayor's
blueprint for solvency.




- The Tennessee Valley
Authority's Board of Directors
will be asksd next Thursday to
approve the largest wage hike
in three years for the agency's
31,000 blue-collar workers.
The $42 million increase in
wages and benefits averages
almost 7 percent and con-
forms with President Carter's
guidelines on federal pay
hikes, TVA spokesman Louis
Gwin said Friday.
About $10 million of the
increase is in TVA's power
operations financed by what
the government utility
charges for electricity. Gwin
. said the wage hike will raise
the power system's operating
expenses onethird of 1 per-
cent.
The agreement was
negotiated by TVA's per-
sonnel department and the
Tennessee Valley Trades and
Labor Council, a coalition of 16
unions representing the blue-
collar workers.
The two sides failed to reach
an agreement covering 2,42
employees who operate TVA's
power plants and belong to the
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers. The union
has the option of appealing
TVA's offer to the secretary of
labor, Gwin said.
The same union protested
TVA's offer of an 8 percent
increase for their members a
year ago but ultimately ac-
cepted it rather than filing an
appeal, he said. _
TVA is required by law to
,,,pay. its workers the prevailing
wages.
council demanded that
Kucinich's plan - based on a
proposed income tax increase
- also include the sale of the
Municipal Light system, the




Forbes, said the mayor's
refusal to sell Muny Light
prompted the financial crisis.-
But Kucinich would not relent,
and minutes before midnight
he told the council, "If
Cleveland goes into default, at
least we Won't have sold our
souls."
For Your Last Minute
Shopping...Shop At
Bel-Air Shopping Center 4
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Flood Aftermath...
...Government Will Be Off And Running
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
State government . will be
running at full strength
Monday. for the first time in a
week, and there's some good
news for state employees.
A top state official said
Friday that despite disruption
caused by record flooding of
the Kentucky River, state
workers will get their
paychecks before Christmas.
We talked with Personnel
today, 'which has major
responsibility for processing,
and I am optimistic that we




Utility crews were working
Friday to restore water, gas,
electric and telephone service
to affected areas of the city,
causing lengthy traffic jams
in some parts. Stevens said
that, even by Monday, state
employees may have trouble
getting to work.
Two bridges are still
closed, and it's going to
complicate people simply
getting to their offices,
depending on where they
work," he said.
South Central Bell officials
have promised that telephone
service will be restored to the
Capitol complex Monday
morning, and Stevens said he
hoped service would be
restored quickly to other state
offices.
Stevens said 14, state
agencies took in water during
the flooding, but that the effect
will vary from office to office.
Human Resources suffered
the biggest losses.
We estimate 150,000 square
-feet of owned or leased space
was damaged or affected in
some manner by the flood," he
said, at an estimated cost of
more than $4 million.
Stevens also said costs could
run much higher because of
the need to lease space for
agencies forced out of regular
offices, requests for
emergency printing, and
overtime pay for some state
workers.
He said the Finance
Department is making an
effort to find temporary space
in state buildings for displaced
workers.
Human Resources officials
said losses at their flooded,






Also lost were almost all the
department's pamphlets and
forms, according to Howard
Lawson, the department's,
executive director of ad-
ministrative services.
-One of the first things the
secretary I Peter Conn ) asked
us to do was to assess what
impact it would have on
delivering services to clien-
ts," Lawson said. He said
state officials determined
priorities on Sunday, even
before the river crested, and
began printing forms Tuesday
at the Finance Department to
meet "critical and urgent"
needs.
"Our top priority was forms
for disaster aid, since the
centers were to open at 10 a.m.
Friday," he said. "It would
have been another disaster if
we didn't have the forms
then."
Lawson said Human
Resources employees may be
temporarily inconvenienced,
but he said they "will-feel the
loss more than our clients, we
hope."
...Mennonites Cut Through Bureaucracy
citizens of the area have
assisted them without




dating to 16th century Europe,
are-perhaps better kisuwi, to
this country as spartan
isolationists than as tireless
volunteer workers in disaster
areas.
Immediately after the flood,
Disney said, his office was
offered help by a Mennonite
spokesman in Pittsburgh.
The voluntary labor began
last January and enabled
officials here to stretch a
abfl- Com- ;350,000 grant from  the U.S.
.--DepaitMent TMlisMg
Urban Development.
"We anticipated we could
assist- 55 to 60 individuals
because we didn't know what
the extent of the damage
would be," Disney said. •
The Mennonites this week
were working on their 75th
house.
The work crew numbers
about 15 and each man stays
here three to four months.
Disney said they had . asked
nothing of local officials and
had been supported by their
sect • and a local 'ministerial
association.
"The secret to our success
has been starting our _own
 escrow aceoun,t," Disney said.
"They (to workers) purchase
material from local suppliers.
,We get a monthly billing from
the suppliers and pay them out
of the account. It's worked
beautifully; no problems
whatsoever."
The Mennonites set no
GET
I T
deadline for completion of
their work, but Disney said,
"We live from -month to
month.
-They could be pulled out
tomorrow if a great disaster
occurred somewhere else and
they were needed for
assistance," he said.
Seventy-five houses make
barely a dent in Pike County's
housing shortage, but every
bit helps, Disney said.
"We now need 12,000 units of
housing because of the influx
of people moving back in and
because 60 percent of all
existing housing stock . is
considered substandard," he
said.
"Most of the families they
have been assisting had little
money. They have also saved
a lot of people from moving
into mobile homes."
Disney said the number of
mobile homes rose from 800 in






Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To The Lowest Penny,1
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—4 Uncle Jeff's- mSafe-T Discount Lit
641So Pharmacy 753,17,
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION
41M1111111, 
Its not perfect. but just right. back. The star was finally found to
Suzie was finally big enough to hang top the tree. And, to make sure the
the decorations — all on the lower Christmas tree lights were safe. Dad
branches. Allan Threw the icicles on carefully checked the bulbs and wir-
with joyous holiday abandon. The. ing before the lights went on the tree
bare spot was almost hidden. in ,the
.W44y,sjivim de /ioaisl: manaytwitw/
azte/ tw#yees
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Official Claims Social 
1* 
SecurityStill
A Bargain; Says Most Will Get Money
Social Security is still a
bargain . for the average
person in spite of recent
legislation increasing future
tax revenue, Bettye Wexler,
district manager of the
Paducah Social Security of-
fice, said recently.
The Social Security
manager 'said that, contrary'
to the impression given by
recent news stones, most
people can expect to get their
money. back from Social
Security "And those that
suffer the worst risks that
their Social Security con-
tributions protect against -
toss of ineeisa- because of
death at an early age- or
disability - will, of course,
receive many times their tax
contributions," she stated.
She noted that because news
accounts have given the
impression that Social
Security taxes would triple in
10 years that appeared to be
some concern that Social
Security was no longer a good
buy. Actually, taxes will triple
over the amount paid in 1979,
for only the highest earners,
she said. For most people the
increase in taxes will be
modest over the next 10 years.
Ms. Wexler said that these
conclusions were also
reported in a recenst Social
Security study Of the impact of
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protection. The study con-
cluded that steady workers
either married or unmarried
can generally expect to gain
additional benefits that are
worth more than their own
future Social Security taxes.
Ms. Wexler noted that the
study stated that the main
exception to the rule is the
highly paid male worker who
remains unmarried - hls
future benefits are worth
slightly less than his future
taxes.
'This is no different from
the income tax in that regard
and represents the
progressive element of the
Social Security program. With
the income tax, those that can
most afford to support the
public responsibilities pay
more; likewise with the Social
_Security tax, those who can
leastafford to pay, get more in
return. The high earner ends
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up paying relatively more,"
she said.
She cautioned that the





. "Of course, you can't
-predict the future earnings or
life span of any person, so hoW
much you get from Social
Security will ultimately
reflect your own participation
and work experience," she
said.
She noted that a number of
factors affected the amount of
a family's Social Security
benefits, including the
workers average annual
earnings over the years and
the number of dependents.
The telephone number for
the Paducah Soclal SeCurity
office is 443-7506 and the
number for the Mayfield office
is 247-8095.
Man Offers Booklet On
How To Build Own Coffin
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) -
Dale Zamzow has just the
thing for the person who likes
to plan ahead: a $2.45 in-
struction booklet explaining
how to design and build your
own coffin.
"Caskets normally cost -
anywhere from $100 to $5,000,"
he said. "But if you take my
,booklet and add the cost of
materials, you can build one
for around $50.
-And besides, how many
people get a chance to choose
their own coffins?"
Zamzow, •a . 45-year-old
estimates he has sold 200 sets
of instructions through ad-
* vertisetnents in magazines
and newspapers in the past,,
- few months.
One selling point, he says, is
that a newly constructed
coffin need not gather dust
while the owner is living.
-One guy I know is tem-
porarily using his as a liquor
cabinent also could be used
-I- LOVED THE FART
WHERE I TELL ABOUT
HOW HE PLA4E0 FOR
LINCOLN'S INAU6URAL BALL




"Since I'm going to be
cremated, I have a 1-foot-long,
4-inch-high casket for my
ashes,hesatdMywt
who designs dolls, is using it




AP) - Argentine citrus fruit
exports to Europe jumped 44 7
percent during the first seven
nWaidititifthtaijtalefdine"----r-
to the Producers Association
of Argentine Fruit.
Some 3.2 million crates of
lemons, tangerines, oranges
and grapefruit were shipped
abroad during the period.
Holland was the chief
European buyer of lemons,
oranges and grapefruit, with
slightly more than a third of
the total. Czechoslovakia was
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LEGAL NOTICE
Notice of Legal Sale
One Ill Used Caterpillar D8 Tractor, S/N 77V02369,
as is uhere is, for cash to the highest bidder at the
Whayne, Supply Company, 23rd & Greenup Streets,
Ashland, Kentucky, on Friday, December 29,1978 at





















111KIVOitild to check the
first insertion of ods for
risc cso-
-
responsible for only on*
incorrect Insertion. ANY










refrences. Vibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gourd. 753 5827.
FOR WATKINS Products,
on tat t Holman-Janes, 217 S.














Poison Control . . . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . . ;153-0929
Needline  753-NEED
learn To Read . .  753-2288
Foster - •
Parenting  753-5362









GOO IS LOVE; If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600. 24
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Facts.  .
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to






All members are in-
vited to trim the tree:







'Would you like to spon-
sor e Christmas
,basket for a needy
family/ Iff so, please













When you purchase any fur-
niture, bedding or floor
covering from us, we'll give
you a gift certificate of 5% of
the total purchase to shop nest
door at J. P. Neihrits'.






GLASS WORK . Auto glass,
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. Storm windows
and doors repaired. Glass
table tops and shelves.
Shower doors and patio
doors. Store front work and
Plexsglass and window glass
replaced. M & G GLASS, 816







t Shampoo & Set  $3.50










manicures at the Beauty


















2".• miles north of
Murray on 641. Call
753-4566 and ask for _
Robert, Nell or Jo or




mirrors, custom cut and
installed, any size and shape,
plus door mirrors, bevel edge
or plain edge. Also sale on
display items. Merry
Christmas to all! M & G








AT TUCKER T.V. we don't
sell our service, our service
sells us. Your Zenith Sealer.
We sell for less. 1914 Cold-
water Rd. 
YOUR NEED Hour concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.
S. LOST & FOUND  
FOUND: FEMALE
Dachshund type dog. Found
on Highway 1346 west of
Highway 94. Call 753-0806_ 
LIBERAL REWARD. Lost
femaie Norwegian Elkhound
puppy, 6 months old. Looks
similar to German Shepherd
only smaller, with goy and
black coloration and curled
tail. Disappeared Sunday
Dec. 10 from North 8th St
area, Was wearing thin black
leather collar. If found call
753 3230 or 753-8368 anytime.
No questions asked. 
6. HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS WANTED,
immediately. Work at home..
no experience necessary..
excellent pay. Write
American service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231.
HELP WANTED: Partner in
recreation business. Good
income, small investment
Coll 753-5074. Give name,
address and phone number.
HELP WANTED. Body shop
foreman and one body man,
opening new shop. Parson's
Chevrolet in Mayfield, KY.
Experienced only. Apply in
person, Parson's Chevrolet. 
Murray Need Shirt is now ec•
cepting applications for the
following position:
NOME VISITOR
If you are interested,
please male application at
the Board office Building, 'Oh
and Poplar. Applications will
not be accepted after 4 p.m.
Monday, December 18th
Murray Need Start is on Equal
OpporttMity-twrptarer.
Since 1974, the year the
•5518APH speed limit be----Te- -
-gan, it's been the biggest
factor in reducing hi
way deaths... by more' -
than 36,000:






Under the direction of the Director of the Hazel
Community Development Program, must maintain
an efficient bookkeeping system and assist the
director in all fiscally related matters.
1. Write all checks
-8...Maintain and balance journals and ledgers
3. Process employee payrolls for disbursement;
Keep records and compile reports on payroll deduc-
tions
4. Assist in preparation of all financial reports':
5. Maintain all files related to fiscal matters
6. Provide secretarial services and 'routine
work
DIALIFICATIONS:
Training and experience: High school-graduate
one year's experience or training.
SPECIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AU ABILITIES:
1. Knowledge of FICA, federal income tax, state
income taxes
2. Knowledge of accounting theory and
bookkeeping procedures
3. Ability to perform typing and shorthand with
speed, accurancy and efficiency.







Attention: Mayor Joe Thompson























This lovely home is located in
Lake Forest Subdivision (next to
Panorama Shores) and is within
walking distance of Ky. lake.
The total area of the house is 2.172
sq. ft. excluding porches and
patios. One of the main features
is the spaciousness of-the rooms
The lot provides a beautiful rustic






Call 753-7411 (Anytime!) Or Call
Ron Talent'. 153-9894
































































































































































































HELP WANTED $100 a
week and more possible
working at home part-time
through mailing circulars.
Send self addressed stamped
envelope to Atco Publishing,










manage front office of
Murray Muffler and
Automotive Center, 7th &
Maple St. Public relations,
billing, estimating and light
clerical duties.
snc I  AL._ _WO RKER needed_
BSW required.. AD geriateric
tacility. Skilled in ICF. Send
resume to Adminktrator,
Dawson Springs Health Care
Center, P.O. Box 338, --




















FOR SALE: Charnel arm
chair, $50, brown couch, $40
Call 753-8692 after Som 
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1
44.34469 in.Murrayf.ast Tony _
Montgomery 753.6760.
FOR SALE: Kirby vacuum
cleaner, used. A-1 condition.
Full price $125. Call 354-6521. 
VACUUM CLEANERS.
Rebuilt and new. Kirby,
Electrolux, Hoover, Corn.
pact, Eureka, Rainbow,
Sonya, Filter Queen. We
service all makes of vacuum
cleaners. For big discounts
on these cleaners call
Lakewood Sewing, 354-6521.
It. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Brand new
sewing-maChine, $49.95. 20
year warranty. One only.
Call Lakewood Sewing, 354--
4521.
USED ZIG ZAG __sewing
machine, In cabinet. Sews




Truck tool boxes, deluxe best
box, $92.50. Same box with
push handle, $85. Stainless
steel tail gate protecters, $15
Portable air tanks, $27.93.
Vinson'Tractor Co. 753-4892.
HEAVY DUTY disc blades,
Adams, hard surfaced plow
points, regular point, shims,
bars, mold boards and cutter
blades for all plows. Vinson
Tractor. 753-4892.
SPRAY RIG, 300 'gallon, 10
row loom, flotation tires,




$25, free accessories. Murray
Scx)rt_ & _Mar ine,_218 S 4th_St.,
753-7400. ..
-WOMEN- EARN extra in 12 GAUGE BROWNING, 30"
come working in your home, full choke, $90. 20 gauge
Lots of fun. Two openings Browning with polychoke,
before Christmas, several $75. Call 436-5671. 
after. Call 759-4878 for in- WILSON JUNIOR golf clubs
terveiw.  and bag. 540. 753-5993.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
FRANCHISED BRUN-
SWICK and Gandy Pool
Table Dealers: Pinball
machines, bumper pool, 3-in.
1 tables, card tables, foosball
. tables, billiarcitiFIA0 ..A.
Dept. financing available,
Delivery and Installation
available.. Rack n'Cue, 601 E.
14th. St., Owensboro, Ky.
42301. Call collect 502-926-
4248.
TIRED OF the every day
job? Open yoor own business
one that is ready to-operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753-
4112.
tr. INSURANCE
We ere now writing insurance
Gil mobile homes, with. 3 (ef-
ferent companies. For best
rates consist Wilson In-
surance and Neel Wet., 302
N. 12th • 753-3263.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502.527
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE:- Used Singer
sewing machines, zig-zag, all
regular attahrnents, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521. 
HALF PRICE SALE, Club
Aluminum, 1, 1 1/2, 2, and 3 qt.
covered saucepans, 10 inch
covered skillet, 41 2 qt.
covered dutch oven, choice of
colors. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN.
HELMETS, GLOVES,
goggles, jerseys, all for
Christmas lay away now at
Town and Country Yamaha.
7531078,
SALE CORELLE ex
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
set, Wild Flower, Meadow,
Indian Sum-mer, April, or
Blue Heather. Your choice
539.99. Wallin Hardware in
Paris, TN. 
SALE REVERE ware,
copper bottom, save 40
Percent on 1, 1 11, 2, and 3
quart sauce pans. Double
boilers, 1, 2 and 2 quart, eta
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets,
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
TWO STOVES, 1 gas, and 1




. Used TV's •




organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.




LUDWIG DRUMS, 6 piece, 3
symbols, some cases. Call
between 10 am and 5 pm,
Mike, 474.2320.
SANSUI STEREO system.
LM 330 speakers. SR 212 tUrn
table. 551 receivers. Call 759-
4986.
YAMAHA 12-STRING guitar





A LITTLE PUDGY - over-
weight. downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have . not tried behavorial
modification! A new ap-•
proach! For information Call
759-4536.
ANTIQUE NATIONAL four
drawer cash register. All
brass on oak stand. $500. Call
436,5412.
COME SEE THE Country
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co, 107 N 3rd Street,
Murray, KY -
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22,88, 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,
534.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn,
FOR SALE: 8, 920 an 2, lazo
used truck tires and wheels
One brand new fifth wheel.
474-2321.
FOR SALE: Gold colored,
lined drapes, each are 84 X




North Court Square, 145-10tc,
Paris, TN.
SALE SKILL ROUTER, ,
hp. Model 548, $29.99. Walim
Hardware in Paris, TN. 
SALE - SKILL SAWS, model
538, 1.5 hp, 71/i inch blade,
$29.99, model 574, 13. hp, 71.4
Inch blade, $34.99, model 559
ball bearing, 2 hp, 7lci inch




person to take up pay rnent on
25 inch color tv. under
warrenty. Clayton's for-
rly  Music. 753-7575.
Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Class A,
TVA approved insulation
.Free Estimates.





NEW OFFICE HOURS " CluSed All Day Wed.
Monvfey-fyitiwy :34-lsiocut. Saturday 7:30 til 5
PRICE HAM CUT $1.50 MICE SHIM SI 25
For hospital house calls please call` 753-3885 one
day in advance,
WHEN YOUR WiFE SAY5 51-iE
wAN'Ts Hlt4G FOR CHRIST
MAS, 00E5 'THAT MEAN NOT
1NG AT ALL?"
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 Bra, fur-
nished. Carpeted, central
air, economical gas heat,
deck with awning and
storage area, underpinning
and anchors. Must be seen at
B-12 Fox Meadows to ap-
preciate. $4800. Call 753-5163,
weekdays.
3 MOBILE HOMES. 10' X50'.
two bedroom, all electric,
52000. 10' X 55', three
bedroom, 8 foot extension in
living room, all electric,
$2500. 12 X 70', three
bedroom . neIV-remodted7--
gas, Leo a air, $6500: 437----
9505.
1974 12' X 60' TWO
BEDROOM trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, under pinned and
storage building. Located at
Fox Meadows Trailer
Courts.- CAll 247-7386 after 4
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR RENT: Trailer, 12'X
65'. Call after 4 pm, 7534324. 
call back from tO 5 pm
29. HEATING & COOLING
AUTOMATIC WOOD heater,
deluxe cabinet complete
with stove pipe and stove
board. Used 2 months. $225.
759-4878
AIR CONDITIONER,
Fridgidare, 19000 BTU. Call
7594968.
FOR SALE: Franklin
fireplace stove. Call 753-6030
after 5 pm.
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates Complete with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
FOR SALE: full blooded
American Huskie puppies.
Call 753-4390 after 5:30 pm. 
ONE YEAR old, black and
tan, spade, Doberman,




30 clocks, watches, chairs,
hanging brass lamps, dishes,
color tv, 12" black & white
t. v.; books, bed, dresser,
chest, chairs, desk, adding
machine, clarinet, lots of
clothes, shoes, purses.
-Saturday,- December-16,9-10-
3-:-1304 Olive Blvd. -- • -- - - --- ----I
IT'S A LITTLE BIT ot
country. .5 acres fenced for
horses...barn...3 bedroom
brick with well equipped
kitchen - built-in range,
refrigerator and dish.
washes'.. Decorated to a
"T"...When would you like to




you list your home
with Boyd-Majors
Real Estate. We need
2, 3 & 4 bedroom
homes & two family
homes for sale. So Nail
Up The Sold Sign - Call
753-8080 Today! Boyd
Majors, 105 N. 12th.
THE LOT SPECIALIST, has
the lot you have been looking
for. Level, slofing, wooded,
open, home, mobile or
duplex. You want it, we have
it. The NELSON SHROAT
Co., Realtors. 759-1707.
-MOVING SALE. Rocking
chair, antique oak dining
table, Miscellaneous. Call
753.3069 •
4 Wins, 2 bath brick with
MI Warman, Cashel gen
bent, control eir, 2 firepiaces,
recreation mow 2 bar. 
meat Is in walk-in basameat. 2






61 ACRES ON S 12th St.,
very valuable location zoned
B--Y. 285 foot of highway
frontage. Buy now for future. '
SHOPPING CENTER next The NELSON SHROAT Co.,
to Murray State University Realtors. 759-1707.
campus has building for rent. 4 
Equipped with gas-neat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
HELP! - MATURE couple,
needs to rent a house or
trailer, preferably in the
country. Willing to do
repairs. Have excellent
ref rences. Call 759-1975. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: Furnished
apartment. Inquire at 100 S
13th St,
FOR RENT: Nice furnished
one bedroom apartment. Call





34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
house in city limits, deposit
and ref rences required. Call
753.9924 after 3:30 pm.
FOR RENT: 4 room house,
bath, couples only. Deposit.













Yes, for a whole house,
liveable & immediate
possession, with 5
rooms & bath. Gas
heat. Could 'be 2 apts.
Lot 84x107. Call 753-
9954 or 753-3460.
SMAR 1' START • If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
and economy of this 2
bedroom cottage...located
near downtown shop
ping. .lots of trees and
shrubs for private ef-
fect...yes, yours....for under
S20,000. First time on the
market. LORETTA J0135
REALTORS, 7531492.
FOR SLAUGHTER, corn-fed -- -
500 lbs. and up, a150-
smaller hogs. 753-9390. 
AKC TOY Poodle puppies,
Wilt hold for ChristroaS. 436-
2711.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
pups, 4 weeks old. Great
Christmas gifts and good
protection for the home.




and 24 hour supervision.
Poodle and Schnauzer





male . or female, born'
October 25, cost share of
expenses. 489.2323: 
DOBERMAN, AK C
registered male. Needs room,




Christmas gift, have had all
shots Ready to go. Call





ally. Cell 751 4140 Monday
thrive,' Friday 9 tiN 5
DESIGNED WITH
YOU IN MIND At-
tractive three
bedroom two bath
home with large living
room-dining room
combination, large eat
in kitchen with lots of
cabinets, nice den with
fireplace, and wooden
deck in backyard. Cen-
tral gas heat and air of
course! See this listing












ONE OF THE NICEST
Country homes we've
seen. Located only 2
miles from Murray on
a large beautifully
wooded lot, this house
is truly -"neat as a
pin." Large 2-car car-
port cozy den with
pflYEtC, -tastertfily
decorated three
bedroom, 2 bath home
that you could move
into without adding a




REALTY for an ap-
pointment at your con-
venience -753-1222.
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on t acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat - Perfect for
young couple. See it today.
Call 753.1492, LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS. 
Get ready for next




storm doors and win-
dows, central electric
air, double car garage.
$31,000.00. Adjoining






FIVE ACRES [nside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
'Or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need land, this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some commerical lots.









peting. Wooded 1 acre
lot, conunercially
zoned. ONLY $32,500.
Boyd MajoiK, 105 N.
12th.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
' bath brick located near
downtown area Ideal for
professional- .off ice Of
apartments.Zooed busirns.
Let us show you how your













Mice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
and out. Excellent
well-built older home
that has been com-
pletely redecorated
and renovated.
Located in a quiet
residential neighborh-
ood. Priced to sell fast
at only $25,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALT-




present! A lovely home on 2
acres. _3 _bedrooms,.. 2 .laa tris, _
lovely kitchen, 2 car garage,
large utility, 12 X 17 outside
storage, fenced in beautifully
landscaped backyard and
more. Located on Hwy 299,




Insurance & Real Estate
a1, 411Ort Curt uare
RENTAL PROPERTY
outstanding return on in-
vestment, 1 block from
Muriay State University:
$490-0e1 month with potential
for $200 additional. Price is
530,500 or assume 8-1/2 loan.




motorcycles or go carts at




best offer. Call 474.8866 after
4:30 pm.
1971 AMX, RARE model,
looks, runs good, original
equipment, haye 4 added
holley carboration for better
gas eftiency, AM-FM 8 track
in dash with Jensen Tri ax
speakers,-fist for $1485 with
options, will take 5.600, (new
baby). Call 753-6409 after 5
pm.
1976 CATALINA, 4-door, 753
2249 after 5 pm.
711 COUGAR XII7
'-oaks 8. drives braid mow. low
lobes, imam( al* Gems,
comfort seprease, ta is








not running, $300. 1960
Dodge,new, well almost, 4-
door- -pheonix, -only -6900
Miles, better than a new
Dodge today, $3500 firm. See
BotaCook in Hazel.
1975 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Custom, 2-door hard top,
silver, 45,000 miles, air, AM
stereo tape, tilt steering,




Deluxe Pick Up. Extra good
Power and air. AM FM, tape
player. $2450. Call 489 2595.
1976 CHEVROLET LOVE',
automatic with tool box.
12395:1915 "-Pont
autorhatic, small V-8, $2450.
Call 4$9.2595.'
1967 FORD PICKUP. 8
cylinder. Sjraight shift, with
camper ' top. In good con-
dition, $750. 436-5544.
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford 4-
wheel drive," 4 speed tran-
smission, lock-in and lock-
out hubs_ 489-2203. Call after
5 pm.
31. CAMPERS
,SLMOST NEW 28 foot
/11arauder travel trailer. Air
conditioned and central heat.
Alf self contained. Excellent
condition. $6000 firm. Call
collect, Mayfield, 247-6248 or
247-8755.
FOR SALE 1970, 350 motor
and '3-speed transmission
and rear 'end. $175. Calf 489
2589.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Cali-
395.4967 or 1-342-4895.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476. -
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic-




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 189-2774.
CARPENTER WORK, -smatt
or large jobs. Call 437-4560
and if no answer, 4374670. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
Land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
4343.
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
KentUcky- r-4:01ferai0WW  pe -:111111Y,
753-4451
'Prof essional Setvices
With The Friendly Touch"
COMMERCIAL - Now
Residential. . .3 bedr.,
1 bath, large living
rm., dining rm. Full
basement3 gas heat,
Lot 124' x 195' - Ex-
cellent for home - of-
-flee or EMT business.
Located at 408 S, 12th.
Priced At Only $45,000.
Boyd Majors, 105 N.
12th.
44 LOTS FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
502-47e-2718.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
JUST REDUCED
$3,600.00!!! We have a 10
acre farm with a 3 bedroom
home just ready for you. Call
us today for an appointment.
DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR, 753 4342.
1976 EL CAMINO Soper
Sport, red with black top,
power steering and brakes,_ _ _
.tilt wheel, cuise control, AM:.
FM stereo, 29,000 miles, call
753.2571.
1972 FORD CUSTOM 500,
power brakes and steering,
air, 51,000 actual miles. Call
between 10 am and 1:30 pm,
759-4908.
FOR SALE: 4 new mud and,
snow tires, L 7815 with
wheels and hub caps for a
Ford 4-wheel drive: 759-4515. •
1973 HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753.
6531 or 759-1155.
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
Good condition. Power and
air. $695. 1974 Pinto.










  -has new tires-Asking $450. '
Call 759.1'613.
BUY DIRECT Worn builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
walking distance of post
office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has 3,4 acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal windows and doors.,
and well insulated walls and '
ceilings, Living room,
bedrooms, and half are
carpeted. Kitchen,
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty - of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
Porch_ Homes contain 1456
and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 489-
2387.
BY OWNER, nice 2 bedroom,
large living room, dining
area, kitchen, bath, garage.
storage. Call 753-2770.
FOR SALE BY OWNER: 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
house, 1680 sq ft. in house
with sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 miles
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Roedj Call 753-1966
5 nightS; • 
..1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast room, extra large
family room with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featUrfno solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and wood shed
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an
appointment. 753-0110.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION •
Nice- two bedroom brick
veneer, newly decorated, full
basement and complete
upstairS, with two baths
Could have basement
apartment ,and rental rooms
upstairs. Choice lot 75 X 365,
desireable location, within
walking -distance Of thee
Univaass.ity, Price, upper 30's
153 WO or 753 5595
1974 VEGA, excellent run-
ning condition, air con-












PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
EXPERIENCED DAY care
teacher will keep children in
my home. 753-2096. 
FENCE_ SALES .at. Mars_
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for





spec ificatffins. Call Sears
753-7310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in -
place urea formalehyde.
*see _es! imate_s, no
obligation. Kentucky-
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435,4527
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753,2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do-




call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak $25 rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536. •
NEED TYPING done? I will
do theme papers, business
letters or others for a
nominal fee. For more in-
formation contact: Kay
K tufts, Route 2, Wingo, KY.
376-2147.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm.
ROOF ING, excellent.
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.





Cali 436-2294 after 5 pm.
W Fal BASEMENT? We
"Mak-e wet basements dry,
work, completely cluaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1-
442-7026. "
vn4v=1100-1etslusuies-watin .OF
the house, carpentrey, -
Painting, concrete and -
plumbing. Also hogs and
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
57. WANTED
BARBIE DOLL clothes and
accessories. Call 753-7531.
WANTED: GENERAL





Jewelers, North side Court
Square, Paris, TN.
Hey!
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
a "face-lift."
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MARBLE. Its
durable.. .it's practical. ..it's beautiful.
Come in and see us today
Thornton Tile
And Marble
"Qualit That Will Please'.
SALE OF NEW TOOLS & MIS( MERCHANDISE
NEW
TOOLS
day, December 18 
American Legion
7th South
1:00 p.m. Mayfield, Kentucky
INDUSTRIAL-SHOP and POWER TOOLS
Heavy Duty Drill Presses
Heoyy Duty Steel Band Sow
Bolt Cutters
Electric Impoci Wrenches
Open End Box End Wrench Set up to 7-
4"-5"-6 8 Moohinest Bench Vise
Open End Box Erid lvVrencti So' All t.nds
Tool 80x full of toots, All sizes
Adt Wrench 4 to 18'
Hydraulic Jocks
Flex Wrench Set
Trouble Lights Drop Cords
Pifer-Screwdriver and Hand Tool, All Kinds
12 Pc Punch and Chisel Sets r
3/8' 8 1 - Deep Well Sockets..,
Bench Grinders 1/2 H.P..3/4 H.P.-2 HP
3 Dec H.D. Drills
Electric Hand Sows.
75 p c M.D. Tap 8. Die Set
I '' Socket Set
Heavy Duty Copper Power Cords 25 to 1 r,
.4 3-8 2 .3 4 Sprite! 4ei-,
Booster Cables . . •
Torque Wrench, Drill Bit Sets
Chain Hoist -
Plumbing Tcrols
Metic Sockets and Tools
Tool Boxes
Carpenter Tools
3-8 14' tog Chains
'Stainless Steelalloterless Cookware Radios
Cutlery & Knife Set --A Stainless Steel joblemore
_
large Assortment of *Salary. Tiectricot Apptiancirs '
AIR COMPRESSORS-AIR TOOLS
Air Compreikor I 2" Import Socket Set
3. 4-1 ' Impact Wrench 3-8 Air Impact
Orbital Sondei, Air ehtScl
Air DM'S Air Grinder -
Air Polisher Angle 8 Straight At, Roche,
Air Kammer 3 4 1Mpoct Sock,-'
Air Point Sprayer Guns
THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST OF ITEMS TO BE SOLO ALL SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
ALL MERCHANDISE NOT RESPONSIBLE TERMS-
GUARANTEED FOR ACCIDENTS CASH or CHECKS -
(14Ll OM, F04 04(0 0401110C •VC0,00. Kt 000014007 NM. 04.00.110100.0 00 00" 44(1
NOTICE 00 •04. 00411, 1.111,0000•11, lieveff,441) or°  a OM( key vou re sem, raw 440‘01
?ma .04 410C1.000
SIM $55 8. Conducted by
WOODRING AUCTION
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I Deaths and Fuivera 
Lowell Clifford's
Services, Sunday
Funeral services for Lowell
E. Clifford, 412 Sycamore
Street, Murray, will be held
Sunday at 1130 p.m. at the
_chapel of the Blalock-eaten-um _
Funeral Home with the Rev.
James Fortner officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. -- Clifford, 64, died
Ma's' day at his home. He
formerly operated a service
station at Five Points and was
a member of the Goshen
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Donald E.
Howe, Columbus, Ind., and
Mrs. Juanita Frizzell,
Manitooba Springs, Colo.; one
son, L. E. Clifford, Puryear,
Tenn.; two brothers, Norval




The funeral for Purdom
Lassiter will be held Sunday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. John Terry of-
ficiating and Mr. and Mrs.
Eric Hughes' Rites
Scheduled Today
The final rites for Eric
Hughes, infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Hughes of Far-
mington Route One, will be
_held., today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with John
Hoover and Hays Grady of-
fWiating.
The song service will be by
singers from the Caidwater
Church of Christ. Burial will
-follow ln the Coldwater
Church of Mist Cemetery.
The baby, born Nov. 24,
1978, died Thursday. He is
survived by his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Hughes, and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.






Christmas" by Don Wyrtzen
will be the musical to be
presented by the Sanctuary
Choir of the Memorial Baptist
Church at the 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday. Dec. 17.
The Elementary Choir will
also sing at this service. A
01,TY LOVillS providing the choreb_wkie fellowship will
music. Burial will follow in the follow the program in the
Elm Grove Cemetery. Fellowship Hall of the church.
Friends may call at the At the 10:50 a.m. service on
funeral home. Sunday, the pastor, the Rev.
Mr. Lassiter,74, died Dr. Jetrell White, will speak
Thursday at the Murray- on the subject, "Full Joy:At
Calloway County Hospital. He Christmas and Always," with
is survived by his wife, Mrs. scripture from John 16;1743
Mildred Lassiter, daughter, arid I John 1:4.
Mrs. Bill Harrell, son-in-law; The special music will be a




The Rev. R. E. itabatin,
Church Choir Will Present — Christmas Cantata
Cantata At First Church To Be Presented,
The Church. Choir of the
First Baptist Church will
present the cantata, "And He
Shall Come" by William L
Hooper, at the 7 p.m:Services
on Sunday, Dec. I?, at the
church.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, is director of the choir
with Doug Vaned as organist
and Mrs. Vicki Sorrow as
pianist.
At the 10:45 a.m. service on
Sunday the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
on the subject, "By My Spirit"
with scripture from Zechariah
4:14 and Luke 2:30-37.
Special music will be by the
Adult Bell Choir and the Family Night Christmas
Church Choir with Mr. Halley will be held Wednesday at the
as director. Randy Sorrow, church with the fellowship
minister of youth, and Fred supper at 6 p.m. and program
Workman, deacon of the week, to follow.
will assist in the services. 
SundaySchool will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 7 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr.
and Mrs. Randy Cikuningham,
Mrs. James Lain!), Mrs. Billy
Brandon, Mrs. Richard Jones,
Mrs. Doug Hocking, Miss Pat
Schmelter, Mrs. Martha
Housden, Was 'Nina Housden,
Miss Hope Morgan, Ms. Linda
Baker, and Miss Amy Choo.
The Senior Adult Fellowship
will be held Tuesday, Dec. 19,
at noon at the colonial House
Smorgasbord.
John Dale Speaker
At Church Of Christ
John Dale will speak at the Gary Rowland, Ron McNutt,
8:30 a.m., 10:40 a.m., and 6 Noah Wheatley, Paul
p.m. services on Sunday, Dec. Ragsdale, Paul Kelly,
17, at the Seventh and Poplar Emmanuel Manners, Ray
Church of Christ. Karraker, and Ottis Valen-
His- subject for the day will tine,
be "What Would Jesus Do?" Presiding for The Lord's
with scripture from John Supper will be Floyd Garland,
21:18-22 for the morning Lonnie Furr, Roy Harmon,
sermons and from I Peter Huie Suiter, and Gene
2:21-25 for the evening ser- McDougal. Glenda Manners
mon. will be the teen nursery
Assisting in the services will helper.
be Jack Ward, Jerry Bolls, Bible study will be held at
--Ftiehard Duke, John C. Steele 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
-Rev: R. 1. Burpoe Will
Speak At Grace Church
The Grace Baptist Church,
located at 617 South Ninth Hale 753-3063.
Street, Murray, will hear the Sunday School will be at 9:45
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, a.m. with Steve Smotherman
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and as superintendent.
.,,viftErguR Ferywn_94 Prayer service and you0
and one brother, Prentice Sunshine Choir. J. T. Lee, an Sundirj,--Dee.-17, mit the Sunday, Dec. 17. -
Lassiter. . deacon of the week, will direct :11:00 a.m. service. Special music at the haw- p.m..on Wednesday.
the song service • with The program is under the ning hour will be by Janice
Margaret Wilkins as organist direction of Dr. James Carlin, Smith and Frances . Wyatt.
and Sharon Owen as pianist, with accompaniment by Ronald Hardison will direct
Church Teaching will be at Oneida White at the piano. The
9:40 a.m. and Church Training Scriptural narration will be
will be at 6 p.m: read by the Rev. James
A book dedication. Garland, and solos will 'be
autograph session, and book sung by Helton Carlin,
distribution of the book, First Theresa Dover, Oneida White,
Century Palestine, by the Rev. Bill Forres, and Gene Orr
Dr. Jerrell White will be in-the Miller.
Adult III department room of
the Memorial Church on
Sunday-from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
The first recorded coffee
houses, in 16th century
Turkey, were known as
"IVIekteb-i-irfan," meaning
"schools of the cultured."
pastor, First Presbyterian
Church, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. worship service on
Sunday, Dec. 17. His sermon
topic will be "Silent Joseph."
The _ Church School,
beginning at :$ am. will
celebrate Advent by sharing a
Christmas story-play with
stick mask props. This play
will take place in Fellowship
Hall, and adults as well as,
children and youth are invited
to attend.
Barbara Kjosa is Church
School Superintendent, and
Peggy Phelan will be direc-
ting the play. Lynne Loberger
will be the nursery attendant
both hours.
Rev. Rabatin said "each
week during Advent a candle
is lit to mark the approach of
Christmas and God's gift of
Jesus to us. The candles
reminding us of Hope and
Love have already been lit,
and this Sunday the candle of
Joy will be lit by the William
F. Payne family (Judy,
William, Lori, and Douglas)."
The choir will be directed by
Lisa Slater as they sing a
Christmas anthem. with Steve
Clark as organist.
A church-wide Christmas
caroling festivity is planned
for Sunday at 6 p.m. at the
church. Following the
caroling excursion, refresh-





"Joy to the World" by John W.
Peterson, will be presented by
the song service with Dwane,
Jones as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist.




Underhill, and Lottie Hall
The public is invited to Bus drivers will be Clifton
attend, a church spokesman Jones and Jimmy Hale, but
said. for bus information, call Don
LOOK1111-AT YOUR MONEY
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,"Even So Lord Jesus, Quickly
Come" will be sung by the
Chancel Choir under the
direction of Mrs. Margaret
Porter at the First Christian
Church, just off the court-
square, at the 10:45 morning
worship service on Sunday,
Dec. 17. '
Mrs. Maxine Clark will be
organist. The pastor, the Rev.
Dr. David Roos will serve as
narrator.
Lyle Underwood will be the
worship leader with James
Rudy Allbritten and Del
Fleming presiding as elders,
Deacons will be Elmer
Collins, Dr. David Eldredge,
Mrs. Betty Gore, Norman D.
Hale, and Leon Smith.
The St. Leo's Catholic
Church will have masses 4
6:30 p.m. today (Saturday)
and at 8 a.m., 11 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. 6n Sunday, Dec. 17.
"We Are The Lord's
_Heralds" will be the subject of
the sermon by the pastor, the
Rev. martin Mattingly, with
scripture from John 1:6-8; 19-
28.
Church School Classes for
Grades 1 to 12 and Adult'
Education Class will be at 9:30
a.m. on Sunday. Nursery for 2
to 6 year olds will be at the 11
a.m. mass. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served after
the 8 a.m. and 11 a.m. masses.
The annual Christmas party
and potluck dinner for the
church will be at 6 p.m.
Sunday in the Murray High
Nursery suprvisors will beSchool cafeteria. Each is to
Mrs. Fred WeHs. Can.-----andownsilverware. _   Allene Evans, Stacey Curd,
Judy Fitts, Evelyn Wallis,Greeters will be Mr. and bring two dishes per family
dlelighters will be David ' . Lillian t-ilbert, and Sharon
Daughaday and Richie Rev. Jeny Hendley Steele.
Herndon. Nursery director Bible Study will be at 9:30
will be Mrs. Faye Austin.
The flowers on the com-
munion table will be in
memory of Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Assembly Of God
Overbey, Jr. and Mrs. Muriel Manger Service At
Hale Varey.
The "Hanging of Green
Blessing" and decorating of
the Christmas tree is set for 4
p.m. in the Fellowship hall.
The Sunday School
Children's Christmas
Program will be at 5 p.m. in
the sanctuary and a potluck
supper will follow at 5:45 p.m.
in the Fellowship Hall with the
Christmas Ho Ho acted out by
the God Squad and assisted by
the Odyssey Group.
•
Mark rwain was a redhead
Masses Scheduled Vernon Gantt Will
At Catholic Church Church Of Christ
Speak, University
Speaker Sunday At
The First Assembly of God,
located at the corner of South
16th and Glendale, will hear
their former pastor,
Evangelist Jerry Hendley,
speak at the 11 a.m. services
on Sunday, Dec. 17, at the
church.
-The Greatest Church
Split" will be the topic of the
sermoilly the Rev. Hendley
who pastored the church for
five years before becoming an
evangelist to Arizona in May
of this year. His wife, Rita,
will provide special music for
the service.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., and the Youth Depar-
tment's Christmas play will be
presented at the 7 p.m. wor-
s iprt:•"*"."6"-Sri
Vernon Gantt will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, Dec. 17, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services will




and Richard Smith, Bill Boyd,
Jimmy Ford, and Cecil Like,
prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Rob Gingles,
Larry Dunn, Bob Melugin,
James Lawson, J. H. Ni
Hamp W. Brooks, Sherrill
Gargus, and Larry Wright.
a.m. Sunday.
Episcopal Church
A special Manger Service
will be held at 9:45 a.m. on
Sunday, 13Et 17, at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main ond
Broach Streets, Murray.
The Rev. Stephen Daven-
port is the vicar of the church.
Acolytes will be Duncan Hart,
Mike Shore, and Cathy aark.
Frank Blodgett will be lay
reader, and Karen Tolley tind
Margy Burchfield will be
ushers.
The congregational meeting
will be at 11 a.m. Sunday.-
Classes will make decorations
ete4;lacialaws....; _
Kitchen Aid
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